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FLAG RAISING

Last Thursday was a sure
Eduardo Chavez
enough big day in Estancia
Antonio J. Vigil
There was quite a big crowd,
Contributions for the Salvation Juan Vigil y Salas
ESTANCIA
and all seemed to enjoy the ex
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socks.
Mrs. M. M. Austin, 3 pairs
Mrs. Serena McMath, 1 pair socks.
Persons having accounts with
socks.
Mrs. Addington, 1 pair socks.; me will find my books at CampMrs. W. N, Walpole, 1 pair
Mrs. W. F. Peel, 2 pairs socks. bell's garage or at the Farmers
socks.
Mrs. G. W. Austin, 1 sweater. and Stockmens Bank. Please
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Mrs. C H. Miller, 2
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Mrs. Lester Williams, 1 pair
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Mata Austin, 1 sweater.
Mrs. Luke Burns, 1 pair socks.
111 pairs
27
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socks,
Total:
New
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socks.
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'
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Mrs. Will Price, 1 pair socks.
Torrance County Chapter, July

29, 1918.
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BANK YOUR MONEY

HOME OF TOUR OWN.
IT PAYS

n

OU

,

Estancia Savings Bank
Bond-Con-ne-

.

Your Last
Payment

.

-

Coal!

Bweaters.-feattaiuLsettl-

e

-

Coal!

Coal!

Help the Government by placing your coal
orders NOW. We have on hand now several
cars of both Cerillos and Clarks lump.

Cerillos Lump at $9.95 a Ton
Clarks Lump at $8.75 a Ton

MORIARTY

Mrs. T. H. Flowers, 4 pairs
socks.
Mrs. R.
socks-- '

H. Harper,

3 pairs

Catherine Flowers, 1 pair socks,
Unnamed, 12 pairs socks.
i
Mrs. P. W. Flowers, 1 Bweater.
Mrs. John Davis, 1 sweater.
Mrs. True P. Gray, 1 sweater.
Cassa Flowers, 1 sweater.
Elizabeth Coats, 1 sweater.
, Dorothy Coats, 1 sweater.
, Unnamed, 4 sweaters.

We Buy For Cash

and Sell For Cash
And make very attractive prices. You will
get all the advantages of a cash deal here.

HELLUMS

Also a Car of Blacksmith Coal
BUY WAR SAYINGS STAMPS

Estancia Lumber Co.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL YOUR WANTS

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

North of Fifty-Thr-

ee

BY BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR
II

(Copyright: Little, Brown ft Co.)

I

a white. Though, between you and me,
dear, knowing people as I do, I can't
blame yon for wanting to be where
their nasty tongues can't wound yon."
But Hazel was obdurate. She would
not inflict herself on the one friend
she had left. And Kitty, after a short
talk, berated - her affectionately for
her Independence and rose to go.
"For," said she, "I didn't get hold of
this thing till Addle Horton called at
the hetel this afternoon, and I didn't
stop to think that It was near teatlme,
but came straight here. JImmte'll
think I've eloped. So ta-tI'll come
out tomorrow about two. I have to
confab with a house agent In the fore
noon. By-byHazel sat down and actually smiled
when Kitty was gone. Somehow a
grievous burden had fallen off her
mind. Likewise, by some psychological quirk, the Idea of leaving Gran
ville and making her home elsewhere
no longer struck her as running away
under fire. She felt that sbe could
adventure forth among strangers In
a strange country with a better heart
knowing that Kitty Brooks would put
a swift quietus on any gossip that
came her way.
So that Hazel went down to the
room
and when the
meal was finished came back ana fell
to reading her papers. The first of
the Western papers was a Vancouver
World. In a real-estaman's half-page she found a diminutive sketch
plan of the city on the shores of Bur-rar- d
Inlet, Canada's principal outpost
on the far Pacific.
"It's quite a big place," sbe murmured absently.
"One would be far
enough away there, goodness knows.'
"
Then she turned to the "Help
And down
Wanted" advertisements.
near the bottom of the column she
happened on an Inquiry for a school
teacher, female preferred, In an
district In the Interior of
the province.
"Now,
Hazel thought
She had a second-clas- s
certificate
tucked away among her belongings.
Originally It bad been her Intention to
teach, and she bad done so one term
In a backwoods school when she was
eighteen. With the ending of the term
she had returned to Granville, studied
that winter, and got ber second cer
tificate ; but at the same time she had
course, and
taken a business-colleg- e
the following June found ber clack
ing a typewriter at nine dollars a
week. And her teacher's diploma had
remained In the bottom of her trunk
ever since.
Unaccountably, since Kitty Brooks'
visit she found herself Itching to turn
her back on Granville and Its unpleas
ant associations. She did not attempt
to analyze the feeling. Strange lands,
and most of all, the West, held alluring
promise.
One thing was certain :
Granville, for all she had been born
there, and grown to womanhood there,
was now no place for her. The very
people who knew her best would make
her suffer most
She spent that evening going thor
oughly over the papers and writing
letters to various schoóT boards, taking
a chance at one or two she fonnd In
the Manitoba paper, but centering her
hopes on the country west of the
Rockies.
Her savings In the bank
amounted to three hundred odd dollars, and cash in hand brought the
sum to a total of three hundred and
sixty-fivAt any rate, she had suffl
dent to Insure her living for quite
a long time. And she went to bed
feeling better than ahe had felt for
two weeks.
Very shortly thereafter almost, It
seemed, by return mall Hazel got re
plies .to her letters of Inquiry. The
fact that each and every ope seemed
bent on securing her services astonished her.
But the reply from Cariboo Mead
ows, B. C the first place she had
thought of, decided her. The member
of the school board who replied held
forth the natural beauty of the country as much as he did the advantages
of the position. The thing that per
haps made the strongest appeal to Hazel was a little kodak print Inclosed
In the letter, showing the schoolhouse.
The building Itself was primitive
enough, of logs, with a
roof. But It was the huge back
ground, the timbered mountains rising
to snowclad heights against a cloud
less sky, that attracted her.
She sat for a long time looking at
the picture, thinking.
Here was the
concrete, visible presentment of some- tning tnat arew ner strongly.
She
found an atlas, and looked up Carl- boo Meadows on the mop. It was not
to be found, and Hazel Judged It to be
a purely local name. But the letter
told her thatshe would have, to stage
mliei north
It a huñdrécTand sFxty-Av- e
from Ashcroft, B. C, where the writer
irnujd meet her and drive her to the.
Meadows:'
What a country!" she whispered.
"It's wild j really, truly wild ; and everything Tve ever seen has been
tamed and smoothed down, and made
eminently respectable and conven
tional long ago. That's the place.
That's where I'm going, and I'm going
It blind. I'm not going to tell any
one not even Kitty until, like a
bear, I've gone over the mountain to
see what I can see."
Within an hour of that Miss Hazel
Weir had written to accept the terms
offered by the Cariboo Meadows school
district, and was busily packing her

only perfunctory regrets; and, truth
to tell, Hazel cared little to know the
real cause. Any one of a number of
reasons might have been sufficient
HER FIRST GLIMPSE OF "ROARING
But she realized how those who knew
her would take It what cause they
BILL" WAGSTAFF
would ascribe.
It did not matter,
though. The very worst she reasoned.
could not be so bad as what bad alSynopsis. Miss Hazel Weir is employed as a stenographer In the
ready happened could be no more disShe is engaged to
office of Harrington & Bush at Granville, Ontario.
agreeable than the things she had enJack Barrow, a young real estate agent. Mr. Bush, Hazel's employer,
dured In the past two weeks. Losing
suddenly notices her attractiveness and at once makes her hlsprlvate
a position was a trifle. But it set
stenographer. After three months Bush proposes marriage.' Hazel
her thinking again.
stormy
will
warns
Bush
In
which
her
scene.
he
refuses, and after a
She stopped at a news stand and
make her sorry of her action. Hazel leaves the office, never to return.
bought the evening papers. Up In the
Shortly after this Bush Is thrown from his horse and killed. Publicatop rack of the stand the big heads of
tion of his will discloses that be left Hazel (5,000 In "reparation for
an assorted lot of Western papers
any wrong I may have done her." Jack Barrow, u-- a Jealous rage,
caught her eye. She bought two or
demands an explanation, and Hazel, her pride bun. refuses.
three on the Impulse of the moment
without any definite purpose except
to look them over ont of mere curl
deeply engrossed In her own troubles oslty. With these
CHAPTER III Continued
tucked nnder ber
to notice or care whether any subtle arm, sbe
turned Into the boarding- change was becoming manifest tn the house gate, ran up
"If you don't like my monner-steps, and, upon
the
Barrow retorted stormlly. Then he attitude of her fellow boarders. The opening the door, her ears were gladworst,
over
already
sure,
glared
she
had
at
two,
felt
and
in
cut his sentence
dened by the first friendly voice she
...
her. The twin devils of jealousy and taken ber.
had beard It seemed to her In ages,
She had a little time to spare, and a voice withal that she had least ex- distrust were riding htm hard, and It
flashed over Hazel that In his mind that time she devoted to making up
a package of Barrow's ring and a few
she was prejudged, and that her
If she made It, would only other trinkets which he had given ber.
This she addressed to his office and
udd fuel to the flame.
She turned abruptly and left him. posted while on her way to work.
She got through the day somehow,
What did It matter, anyway! Ehe was
too proud to plead, and It was worse struggling against thoughts that would
persist In creeping Into her mind and
than useless to explain.
Even so, womanlike, she listened, ex- stirring up emotions that she was depecting to hear Jack's step hurrying termined to hold in check. Work, she
up behind. She could not Imagine him knew, was her only salvation.
letting her go like that. But he did
And so she got through the week.
not come, and when, at a distance of Saturday evening came, and she went
backward
a
stole
she
blocks,
two
home, dreading Sunday's Idleness, with
glance, he had disappeared.
Its memories.
The people at Mrs.
She returned to the boarding house. Stout's
establishment she plainly
The parlor door stood wide, and the saw, were growing a trifle shy of her.
curious, quickly averted glance of a She had never been on terms of Inti
girl she knew sent her quivering up to macy with any of them during her stay
her room. There was only one cheer- there, hence their attitude troubled
ful gleam. She loved Jack Barrow. little after the first supersensltlveness
She believed that he loved her, and wore off. But her own friends, girls
she could not believe she could not with whom she had played In the pin
conceive him capable of keeping
stages of ben youth.
aloof, obdurate and unforgiving, once young men who bad paid court to her
he got out of the black mood he was In. until Jack Barrow monopolized hei
She was still sitting by the window, she did not know how they stood. She Then 8he Turned to the "Help Want
ed" Advertisements.
watching the yellow crimson of the had seen none of them since Bush
sunset, when someone rapped at her launched bis last bolt Barrow she pected to hear. A short plump woman
A uniformed messenger boy had passed on the street Just once, and rushed out of the parlor, and preclpl- door.
greeted her when she opened It:
when he lifted his hat distantly, she tatedherself. bodily upon Hazel,
"Package for Miss Hazel Weir."
looked straight ahead, and Ignored
"Kitty Ryan I Where In the wide,
She signed the delivery sheet The him. Whether she hurt him as much wide world did yon come from?" Hazel
address on the package was In Jack's as she did herself by the cut direct cried.
handwriting.
A box of chocolates, would be hard to say.
"From the United States and every
or some little peace offering, maybe.
When Sunday noon arrived, and the where," Miss Byan replied. "Take me
That was like Jack when ne was sorry phone had fulled to call her once, and up to your room, dear, where we can
for anything. They had quarreled be- not one of all her friends had dropped talk our heads off.
In, Hazel twisted her chair so that she
foreover trifles, too.
'And, furthermore. Hazle, FU be
She opened It hastily. A swift heart-alnkln- g could stare at the image of herself in pleased to have you address me as
followed. Ia the small card- the mirror.
Mrs. Brooks, my dear young woman,'
board box rested a folded scarf, and
"You're In a fair way to become a the plump lady laughed, as sha settled
pariah, It seems," she said bitterly. herself In a chair In Hazel's room.
thrust tn It a small gold stickpin
the only thing she had ever given "What have you done, I wonder, that
"So you're married?" Hazel said.
Jack Barrow. There was no message. you've lost your lover, and that Alice
"I am that," Mrs. Kitty responded
She needed none to understand.
and May and Hortense and all the rest emphatically, "to the best boy that
The sparkle of the small diamond of them keep away from you? Noth ever drew breath. And so should yon
on her finger drew her gaze. She lng not a thing except that your be, dear girl. I don't see how you've
worked his ring over the knuckle, and looks attracted a man, and the man escaped so long a
g
girl
dropped It on the dresser, where the threw stones when be couldn't have like you. The boys were always crazy
face in the silver frame smiled up at hrs way. Oh, well, what's the differ after you. There's nothing Ilka hav
her. She stared at the picture for one ence? You've got two good hands, and ing a good man to take care of yon,
long minnte fixedly, with unchanging you're not afraid of work."
dear."
expression, and suddenly she swept
She walked out to Granville park
"Heaven save me from them I" Ha
It from the dresser with a savage after luncheon, and found a seat on a zel answered bitterly. "If you've got
sweep of her hand, dashed It on the shaded bench beside the lake. People
one you're lucky. I can't see them as
floor, and stamped it shapeless with passed and repassed
couples, young anything but
arrogant,
her slippered heel.
sters, old people, children. It made treacherous brutes."
"Oh, oh I" she gasped. "I bate yon
lonely
beyond
her
measure. She had
'Lord bless us It's worse than I
I hate you i I despise you !"
never been Isolated among her own thought I" Kitty Jumped up and threw
And then she flung herself across kind before.
"There,
her arms around Hazel.
the hed and sobbed hysterically sato
A group of young people came saunthere don't waste a tear on them. I
a pillow.
tering along the path. Hazel looked know all about It I came over to see
Through the night Hazel dezed fit- up as they neared her, chattering to you
Just as soon as some of the girls
fully, waking out of uneasy sleep to each other.
Maud Steele and Bud nasty little cats they are; a woman's
lie staring, wide-eyeInto the dark, Wells, and why, she knew every one
always meaner than a man, dear jast
every nerve In her body taut, her mind of the party. Hazel caught her
breath
as they gave me an Inkling of
abnormally active. Grief and anger as they came abreast, not over ten feet as soon
how things were going with you.
away. The three young men raised Pshaw 1 The world's full of good, de
tbetr hats
cent fellows and you've got one
"Hello, Hazel I the girl said.
But they passed on. It seemed to
'If you d had my experience or the
Hazel that they quickened their pace last two weeks you'd sing a different
a trifle. It made ber grit her teeth rune," Hazel vehemently
declared,
In resentful anger. Ten minutes later "I hate
she left the park and caught a car
And then she gave way, and In
home. Once In her room she broke dulged In the luxury of turning herself
down.
Presently
loose on Kitty's shoulder.
"Oh, ril go mad If I stay here and she was able to wipe her eye and re
this sort of thing goes on!'' she cried. late the whole story from the Sunday
ioriormy.
Mr. Bush stopped and spoke to her In
ut
A sudden thought struck her.
"- the pnrjs fi2wn Í2 2"" eviE,nS- "Why should I stay here?" she said
Kitty nodded understandlngly. "But
"Why?
aloud.
What's to keep me the girls have handed It to fail Worse
here? I can make my living any- than the men, Hazel," she observed
where."
sagely. "Jack Barrow was Just plain
"But no," she asserted passionately, crazy Jealous,, and a man like that
"I won't run away. That would be can't help acting ns he did. You're
running away, and I haven't anything really fortunate, I think, because you'd
to be ashamed of. I will not run."
not be really happy with a man like
Still the Idea kept recurring to her. that But the girls that you and. I
It promised relief from the hurt of grew up with they should have stood
averted faces and coolness where she by you, knowing you as they did ; yet
fluna Herself Across the Bed and had a right to expect sympathy and you see they were ready to think the
friendship.
Sobbed Hysterically Into a Pillow.
worst of you. They nearly always do
The legal notice of the bequest was when there's a man In the case. That's
by turns mastered her, and at day- mailed to her. She tore up
a
the
letter
weakness of our sex, dear. Well,
break she rose, heavy-lidde- d
and phys- and threw It In the fire as If It were yon aren't working. Come and stay
ically weary.
some poisonous thing. The Idea of with me. Hubby's got a two-yecon- trunk.
The first thlpg upon which her gaze accepting his money stirred her to per- World Advertising comalighted was the crumpled photo In Its rect frenzy. If she could have poured tract with thebe located here
long
pany. We'll
that
CHAPTER IV.
shattered frame; and, sitting on the the whole miserable tale Into some
least Come and stay with ns."
side of her bed, she laughed at the sympathetic ear she would have felt at"Oh,
no,
couldn't
think
that,
of
I
Cariboo
Meadows.
Riidcli-fury In which she had de- better, and each day would have Kitty I" Hazel faltered. "Yon know
A tall man, sunburned,
stroyed It; but there wan no mirth seemed less hard. But
there was no rd love to, and It's awfully good of
met Hasel at Soda Creek, the end
In her laughter.
such ear. Her friends kept away.
yon, bnt I think I'm Just about ready of her stage Journey, Introducing himShe gathered up the bits of broken
Saturday of the second week her to go away from Granville."
self as Jim Briggs.
glass and the bent frame, and put pay envelope contained a brief notice
"Well, come and stop with ns till
"Pretty tiresome trip, ain't It?" he
tbt-r-u
in a drawer, dressed herself, and that the firm no longer required her yon do go," Kitty Insisted. "We are
observed. "You'll have a chance to
wont doww to breakfast. SO was too services. There was no explanation, going, to take
furnished cottage foi raat decent tfnlcht and I rot team

HAZEL, SEEKING REFUGE

IN

THE FAR NORTHWEST, GETS

that"

I"

tih bays that'll yank ynh to tne Meadows In four hours 'n' a half. My wlfell
be plumb tickled to have yuh. They
ain't much more'n half a dozen white
women In ten miles nh the Meadows.
We keep a boardln' house. Hope youll
like the country."
That was a lengthy speech for .Tim
Briggs, as Hazel discovered when sha
rolled but of Soda Creek behind the
"team uh bays." His conversation was
decidedly monosyllabic. But he could
drive. If he was no talker, and nil
team could travel. By eleven o'clock
Hazel found herself at Cariboo Meadows.
"Schoolhouse's over yonder." Briggi
pointed out the place an unnecessary
guidance, for Hazel had already
marked the building set off by itsell
and fortified with a tall flagpole. "And
here's where we Uve. Klnda out ub
the world, but blame good place to
Uve."
Hazel did like the place. Her first
Impression was thankfulness that hei
lot had been east In such a spot But
It was largely because of the surroundings, essentially primitive, the clean
air, guiltless of smoke taint, the aromatic odors from the forest that
ranged for unending miles on every
hand.
So with the charm of the wild land
fresh upon her, she took kindly to
Cariboo Meadows.
Her first afternoon she spent loef-ln-g
on the porch of the Briggs domicile, within which Mrs. Briggs, a fat,
d
person of forty, tolled at
her cooking for the "boarders," and
kept a brood of five tumultuous youngsters In order the combined tasks
leaving her scant time to entertain
her newly arrived guest
Cariboo Meadows, as a town, was
simply a double row of buildings facing each other across a wagon road.
Two stores, a .blacksmith shop, a feed
stable,
certain other nondescript
buildings, and a few dwellings, mostly
of logs, was all. Probably not mors
than a total of fifty souls made per
manent residence there. Directly opposite Briggs' boarding house stood a
building labeled "Regent Hotel." Hazel could envisage It all with a hall
turn of her head.
From this hotel there presently Issued a young man dressed In the ordinary costume of the country wld
hat flannel shirt, overalls, boots. He
sat down on a box close by the hotel
entrance.
In a few minutes anothei
came forth. He walked past the first
a few steps, stopped, and said something. Hazel could not hear the worda
The first man was filling his' pipe. Apparently he made no reply; at least,
be did not trouble to look up. Bul
she saw bis shoulders lift in a shrug,
Then he who had passed turned
square About and spoke again, thii
time lifting his voice a trifle. Th
young fellow sitting on the box Instantly became galvanized Into action
He flung out an oath that carried
across the street and made Hazel'l
ears burn. At the same time he leaped
from his seat straight at the othei
man.
Hazel saw It quite distinctly, savi
him who Jumped dodge a vicious blow
and close with the other; and saw,
moreover, something which amazed
her. For the young fellow swayed
with his adversary a second or two,
then lifted him bodily off bis feet almost to the level of his head, and
slammed him against the hotel wall
with a sudden 'twist She heard th
thump of the body on the logs. Fol
an Instant she thought him about te
Jump with his booted feet on the pro
trate form, and Involuntarily ahe held

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

DENVER MARKET,
Cattle.
steers,
grasaera, choice
Fat
$15. 60016.35
to prime
Fat steers, graaaaers, good
14. 00lS.iS
to choice
grasaera,
Fat ateera,
fair 18. 00 14.00
to good
11. DO 12.00
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, good to choice. 10. 00011.00
8. 500 9.25
Cows, fair to good
Cows, common to fair.... 6. 000 8.00
7. 00
9.75
Bulls
Feeders, good to choice... 10. 00 11.60
10.00
9. 00
Feeders, fair to good
Stockers, good to choice.. 10. 00010.76
Stockers, fair to good.... 9. Oil 10.00
8.75
Stookera, medium to fair.. 8. 00
Hogs.
...S18.aO18.3S
Good hogs
Sheep,

. ,
..lo.Dutu' ii.du
11.50 12.25
Ewes
Yearlings
12.751S.25
12.50011.00
Wethers
HAV AND UHAM MARKET.
P. O. B., Denver, Carload Price,
Hay.
Buying prleea.
Colorado Upland, per ton. .$16.00(917.00
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 15.00lt.0l)
Prairie Hay, Colorado and
18.00
16. 00
Nebraska, per ton
Timothy, per ton
18.00018.00
H. 00 16.00
Alfalfa, per ton
18.0020.00
South Park, per ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .17.00018.00
5.00
Straw, per ton
Grain. ,
Oata, Nebraska, 100 lba., buying. .$2.60
2.60
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
8.85
Corn chop, sack, selling
8.33
Corn In aack, Belling
2.90
Gluten feed. Backed, aelllng
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., selling. 1.82ft
Flour.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lbs., Backed
$4.75
aubject to discount
Hungarian, 48 lba., sacked, subject
2.8814
to discount
POULTRY.
Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net F .O. B. Denver:
80
Turkeys, fancy d. p
24
Turkeys, old toma
20
Turkeys, choice
Hens, lb
..27
Ducks, young
Geeae
.....2616
Kouatera
Live Poultry.
10
Roosters, lb
012
28
Turkeya, 10 lba. or over
025
)25
22
Hens
27
25
Ducks, young
30
Ducklings, lb
24
Geese
..22
82
Broilers, 1ft to 2 lbs
033
Gees.
EgBs, graded No. 1 net, F. O.
89
B. Denver
Ekkb, graded No. 2 net, F. O.
28
B. Denver
LamDa

Butter.

Creameries, ex, 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
89
Process
82
Packing stock

46
42

040
033

Fruit.

Apples, Colo., fancy, box
$2.0003.00
u
crt. 2.0002.50
Cherries, Col., pie,
3.00
Currants, crate, pt
2.50
Gooseberries, crute
Loganberries, crate
4.0004.50
1.50
Peaches, crate
Kaapberries, crate
$3.2504.00
Vegetables,
12 ft 0
15
Asparagus, ib
Beuna, navy, cwt
12.UU0 13.00
9.00
jBeana, pinto, cwt
Beans, lima, lb
16
Beans, green, lb
90 10
Wax beans
90 10
Beets, Colo., dos. bunches
800 85
Beets, new. cwt
4.00
Cabbage, new, Colo.
3.500 4.00 '
35
Carrots, dos. bunches,
800
Carrots, cwt
6.00
10
Cauliflower, lb
15
Celery, homegrown, dos... 1.000 1.26
Cucumbers, H. H., dos. .. 1.25 0 1.76
- 600
Lettuce, head
60
Lettuce, curly, dol.
250 36
25 0
Onions, table, doc.
30
Onions, cwt
2.600 3.00
Onlona, Crystal Wax .... 1.500 1.76
Parsley, dos
26
150
Peaa, Colo., lb
100
12ft
8.26 0 8.60
Potatoes, new, cwt
Potatoea, cwt
2.60
Radishes, long, hothouse.
85
800
16 0
Radishes, round
26
Spinach, lb
06 0
06
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.l7ft
20
Turnips, cwt
3.500 4.00
Turnipa, Colo., dos. bunch 26 0 80

......
......

MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.
Prices for Metals.
New York. Lead $8.00 08.05.
Copper $25. 62ft.
Silver 99 He
Spelter $8.4008.45.
St. Louis.
London. Bar silver, 48d per ounce.
Boulder. Colo. Tungsten concentrates.
60 per cent, $20022.50 per unit. Crude
ores, 60 per cent, $20.00022.60; 26 per
cent, $12.00012.50; 10 per cent. $9.400
12.20.

Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
Chicago. Hoga
Butchers, $18.500
light, $18.6018.90;
packing.
$17.60018.40; rough, $17.20H17.6O; bulk
oj gaales, $17.85 0 18.85; prfca, $17.250
Cattle Beef cattle Good,
and
prima, $17.16018.45; commonchoice
and medium, $10.50017.00.
Butoher
Cows and heifers, $7.60014.25; Stock
cannera
and cutters. $6.26 07.60. Stookera and
reeuert uooa, cnoioe and fancv
$10 50013 00; Inferior,
common and
fo.wy't iu.ou; veai caivea, good
and cholcs, $16.50 017.26.
Sheep Lambs, choice and prime.
$18.85018.76: medium and good. $17 00
018.35; culls. $12.00015.00.
Ewes,
choice and prima, $13.00013.50;
me- W1
Knocked the. Man Down Again With I $4:6009 60,
..!
Blower His FIsTTatimr
New York Prices on Flour.
.
her breath. But he stepped back, and
Tork- - i'lour Kansas, $11.SO0
when the other scrambled up, he side 1150
stenpecl the flrstjushjind knocked thi
Flax Prices.
man down again with a blow of nil Uve" ,J4tlJ'7Mlnn
'naeed, $4.5; to ar- fist This time he stayed down. Thei
men
other
three or four of them
Price of Sugar.
came out of the hotel, stood uncer- ..0Srf.nIOgrrkan&7rCntr'f''.
tainly a few seconds, and Hazel heard
Kansas City Produce.
the young fellow say:
Kansas City, Mo. Butter
"Better take that fool in and bring ry.
42c; firsts. 40ftc; seconaaSftc-packing- .
88c.
him to. If he's still hungry for trouble,
I'll be right handy.
I wonder how Kggs Firsts. -37c;"C;seconds. 82c
I
many more of yon fellers I'U have to broüerrsTc"""Uck before you'll get wise enough not
Coffee
to start things yon can't atop?"
New York. Cof fea Rio No - 7
They supported the unconscious mag October, 8.57c.
through the doorway; the young felBIDES AND PELTS.
low resumed his seat on the box, alse Flint, butcher,
Pound.
lb
30c
his pipe filling.
Flint, fallen, lb
288
,V
Vlln, hull a n.l
Flint, culls and glue, lb!!
ÍS?
OífiSí
hides
Bait
Hazel has her next encounter
Horse hides, one-ha- lf
to two-thlrwith "Roaring Bill" when, lost
green
price of
Bait.
Green Sailed. Cured HI dea
In the woods, ahe stumbles upon
Over 40 lbs., lb.
his camp after wandering until
Under 6 lbs., lb
Glue hides and skins, lb.
JJ
late at night through the trackBulls and stags, lb
,e,J5
less forest The story of this
Part cured, lb
i ,
2c
lb.
less
Green.
c'urad'
than
meeting la told In the next
Orr Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts, lb
Bhort woot petts
IJSlii
Butoher shearlings. No. i"lW"
No. 2 Murrain shearings, lb "
ere am conxinukbj
Bucks, saddles and nieces VVln ii
18.86;
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ESTANCIA

HEWS-HZRAL-

LEMON

JUICE

TAKES OFF TAN
Make bleaching lotion
if skin is sunburned,
tanned or freckled

Girls!

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons Into
a bottle conto.in.lng three ounces of
Orchard White, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best freckle,
sunburn and tan lotion, and complexion
benutlfler, nt very, very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and any
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of Orchard White for a
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion into the face, neck, arms
and hands each day and see how freckles, sunburn, wlndburn and tan disappear and how clear, soft and white the
skin becomes. Yes 1 It Is harmless.
Adv.
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1 View of Solssons, at the northern end of the allied offensive in the Alsne-Marn- e
on the Harvard, formerly a yacht, now an American patrol boat in European waters.
American soldier who killed a German with the butt of bis rifle in battle 1 n France.

NEWS REVIEW OF
THE GREAT WAR
General Foch Is Squeezing the
Crown Prince's Army Out of
Soissons-Reim- s
Salient.
HUNS IN PERILOUS POSITION
American Troops Are Highly Praised
for Their Fine Work British in
Flanders Take Meteren Silly
Off
Exploit of
Cape Cod.

f

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

"We've got 'em on the run" was the
joyful cry of America as the news
came In of the victorious progress of
the allied troops in the Soissons-Reim- s
1iSZ3ZSg3i&S&3bmi
salient:
"MÍT1 'measure this was true, for the
gradually
being
were
Germans
squeezed out of the salient, and there
over the
every
reason
elation
was
for
splendid fighting of the allies. But to
hail the success as a great decisive
victory was premature and foolish.
Such running as the Huns did was
done only at the start of Foch's offensive, when they were taken by surprise. Their commanders quickly regained some measure of control, and
thereafter the enforced retreat was
conducted skilfully and Blowly, every
bit of ground being bitterly contested
in order that as many guns and as
much supplies as possible might be
saved. Realizing that his entire army
south of the Alsne was in grave danger, the crown prince sent in more and
more of his reserves until 40 divisions
were engaged, and desperate efforts
were made to stabilize their lines of
However, nothing was. aldefense.
lowed to stop the steady forward
movement of the allies on three fronts
of the salient, and the path of retreat was narrowed day by day. All
of the territory yet held by the enemy
was brought under the fire of the
heavy guns, and the airmen in great
numbers flew over the region day and
night, working havoc with their bombs
and machine guns.
At the beginning, of the week there
were highly successful operations on
the west front of the salient In both
of which the Americans played an important part. At the tip of the German advance Chateau Thierry was
taken by storm and a large section
north and east of it was cleared of
Here thousands of Germons
Huns.
were killed, other thousands captured,
and great numbers of cannon and
quantities of supplies were taken.
From this point northward to Sols-son- s
swept eastthe Franco-Americaward until Neullly St. Front was taken, Oulchy threatened, Solssons Itself
brought under gunfire and the very Important railroad from there to Chateau
Thierry crossed at so many places that
it could no longer be used by the enemy. This drive, to be wholly successful, had to be carried to
through which ran the only
remaining railway which the Huns
upon
to get their war suprely
could
plies out of the way of Foch's pincers,
and before the week closed the French
and Yankees were moving steadily toward that town from the west and
south. It must not be supposed that
their progress was easy. The Gerrepeatedly and
mans counter-attacke- d
fought brave and stubborn rear-guar- d
village
of Epleds, for Inbattles. The
stance, after being taken at the point
of the bayonet by the Americans, was
recaptured by the Huns, and again
won by the Yankees, who then advanced their lines far beyond It.
Some of the fiercest fighting took
place along the Marne east of Chateau
Thierry. At first the Germans retreated across the river so hastily that the
movement amounted almost to a rout.
From the heights of Jaulgonne, Barzy
and Passy. the American guns poured
a deadly hall upon the fleeing foe.
many of whom, throwing away their
rifles, sought to swim the river, and
were drowned.
When Foch was secretly preparing
for his great strategic attack he called

a strong force of English and Scots
troops down from the north, and they
quietly slipped around south of the
At the apMarne toward Reims.
pointed time 'these 'seasoned fighters
hit the German lines southwest of the
cathedral city a mighty blow. In the
succeeding days, acting as the east
arm of the pincers, they pushed forward into the salient from the Mountain of Reims toward

and Fismes. Their progress was
slower than that of the Franco-Amerl- r
cans on the west, for the country In
which they were fighting was much
more difficult.
East of Reims the
French and Italian held their own
and even made some advance, tliough
the Rlan did not call for a drive by
them.

region. 2 Depth bombs
Victor Vandermerck, an

3

away from the crown
attention
prince's disastrous attempt on the
Marne.
General Foch has not had to call
into action the bulk' of his reserves.
In the midst of the biggest battle he
found time to order a swift and fierce
attack by the French along the Avre,'
in the - Montdidler sector. The positions aimed at were feebly held by
tired troops that did not expect an
attack, and the objectives were gained
within a few hours, large numbers of
prisoners being taken.

Love's Estrangement.
The cruel wind tore at the waves as
If to whirl them away.
The man and the maid sat close to
gether on the beach and watched the
storm.
How the wind howls, darling," said
she, yelling to make herself heard.
"Yes," shrieked her lover.
"Why does It howl?" she screamed.
"Dunno. Perhaps it's got the tooth
ache," he bellowed.
'The toothache?" she howled. "How
ever "
Yes," he roared.
"Haven't you
heard of the teeth of the gale?"
Then the wind howled worse than
ever, as she bunded him back the engagement ring. Struy Stories.

WEAK KIDNEYS MEAN
A WEAK BODY
When you're fifty, yonr body rwpns to
creak a little at the hinges. Motion ix
more ilow and deliberate. "Not bo young
an I used to be" its a frequent and unwelcome thought. Certain bodily functions
upon which good health and good spirit
bo much depend, are impaired.
The weak
tpot íb generally the bladder. Unpleanant
symptoms show themselves.
Painful and
annoying complications in other organs
arine.
This is particularly true with elderly people. If you only know how, this
trouble can be obviated.
For over 200 years 0UD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil has been rclievinn the in
convenience
and pain due to advuncirig
years. 11 is a rminuara,
home
remedy, and needs no introduction. It it
now put up in odorless, tasteless capxults.
These are easier and more pleasant to take
than the oil in bottles.
Each capsule contains ahout one dose of
five dront. Take them jutt like you would
any pill, with a small swallow of water.
They soak into the system and throw off
the poisons which are making you old before your time. They will quickly relieve

ti

-

Go to vonr drupgipt today and get
boat
(vOLÍ)
DAl, Haarlem Oil Capsules.
Money refunded if they do not help yon.
Three sizes. GOLD MEDAL are the pure,
original imported Haarlem OiJ Cansólas

rf

Accept No ISubHtituttb.

Cruel Deduction.
"Is she sensitive about her age?"
'Appnrently not."
"My, but she must be getting old!"

Adv.

Overheard.
"Mnrgiiret irritates me dreadfully."
"Why?"
"She is so effeminate."

otí í&ospsráilrj
Scenes
Are Common
Western Canada
in

The thousands of U. S. farmers who have accepted
Canada's generous offer to settle on homesteads or buy
arm land in her provinces have been well repaid by
bountiful crops of wheat and other grains.
Where you can buy good farm land at $18 to 939
per acre get 92 a bushel lor wheat aad raise 20 to
45 bushels to the acre you are bound to make money
that's what you can do is Western Canada.
In the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Alberta you can get a

HOMESTEAD

OF

160 ACRES FREE

and other land at very low prices.

Be hannv. Use Red Cross Bit Bine;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the l&undre. All grocers. Adv.

Rome received the Information from
some source that the Austrlans were
Decidedly an Improvement.
preparing a triple offensive against
Mrs. Flannngan was doubtful about
Italy. This, according to the story, Is
to consist of a great land attack on the the new patent carpet sweeper, but
expert In singing its
Piave river line, a naval attack on the traveler was
praises, and the result was that she Inextensive
coast
Italy's
Adriatic
and
an
When Foch's offensive was a week counter-attac- k
In Albania. The Ital- vested in one. Some time later the
old It appeared probable that Luden-dorf- f
ian
have no doubt of their traveler was passing that way again,
commanders
least
attempt
to
make
at
would
ability to repulse any or all of these and he called on Mrs, Flnnnagan and
a temporary stand on, the half-circl- e
In Albania their forces, asked :
running from Solssons through the attacks.
'How do you find the new carpet
with the French, have kept moving foroutskirts of Oulchy, below
sweeper working, madam? Far betIn very strong ponow
ward
and
are
and across toward the sitions. The
broom. Isn't
threat of a serious naval ter than the
Competent obMountain of Reims.
it?"
servers believed his troops werj too operation by Austria seems most foo"Sliure," she replied, "It bates the
of all.
disorganized to hold this line for long, lish
ould broom Into fits. Why, I can
an? fhaT he would be forced to fall
knock ould Flunnngun three toimes as
President Wilson completed his pro- fur
back to the Vesle river, which runs alwith It."
nouncement
participaplans
of
the
for
Kelmst Joining
most due wesj.
Rusof
in
United
tion
the
States
the
Álsñé
near Solssons.
the
For Pimply Faces.
The main efforts of General von sian expedition and was awaiting only To remove pimples and blackheads
Boehm, the immedlnte commander of the reply of Japan to the American smear them with Cuticura Ointment
the Germans 4n the salient, were di- proposals. It had been thought Japan Wash off in five minutes with Cuticura
rected to keeping open the roads of had agreed to these, but dispatches Soap and hot water. For free samples,
from Tokyo told of an exciting controretreat. He was given the assistance
versy over them, two Influential groups address, "Cuticura, Dept. X, Boston."
not only of most of the crown prince's
Soap 25,
Mos- At druggists and by mall.
strongly opposing Intervention.
reserves, but also of nine divisions
Ointment 25 ond 50. Adv.
cow advices said general mobilization
from the army of Crown Prince
of Bavaria. Already he was of the Russian army meaning the
Had Well Remembered.
having great difficulty in feeding the bolshevik! had begun, but this did
Little Bejh's mother hod been cau
not worry the allied statesmen. The
men he had there, ond the additions
tioning her little folks about taking
did little but stiffen his resistance and plans of the British, Americans and risks of contracting sore throats, or
French for the projection of the Mur-ma- n
add to his commissary troubles.
ireglon against the Germans and contagions diseases from their playAt the time of writing, the full .scope
mates Inst winter, and when a little
Finns are believed to be ail settled. freckled-fuceof General Foch's plans Is not red
girl from next door ran
vealed. He has the initiative, and may The people will he fed and their in- In munching a tempting looking apple
elect to continue the offensive with ternal affairs will not be interfered and offered Beth a bite she shook her
all his strength In the effort to drive with by the expedition that will be head and sidled up to her mother, saythe Huns beyond the Alsne and as sent.
General Horvath, provisional ruler ing: "I don't want to take any of her
much farther as they can be forced ;
with the apple, hecuuse I am afrnld I might get
or he may find it prudent to hold them of Siberia, is
Czecho-Slovaklook freckles."
and matters
at the Vesle and nwalt the arrival of
more Americans.
It Is a noteworthy more promising In that country.
Identified.
Conditions In the Ukraine grow more
fact that 70 per cent of the allied
The queen of hearts, she made some
troops engaged in the present battle unsettled daily, and now the Germans
and Austrlans are called on to face tarts. "You nre surely n sugar card,"
A considerable portion
are French.
a great uprising In Roumanla, where we remarked admiringly.
of the remainder ore British and Italians. If so much can be done with so the people are disgusted with tlie peace
A woman never thinks of anything
with the central powers and with the
comparatively small a force of AmeriProbaspecial to say until she heurs some
cans taking part, ask observers, what treatment they are receiving.
bly half a million Teutonic troops are other woman talking.
will happen to the Huns when a million Americans are in the fighting line tied up In these two countries, which
and another million at least waiting helps some.
their turn for action? And this state
The Atlantic seaboard was amazeo.
of affairs will be reached by October,
rather than alarmed by the sudden apIt is predicted.
pearance of a large German submarine
The vessel at'
Paris and London are lond In their close to Cape Cod.
praise of the quality and behavior of tncked a tug and sank the three stone-lade- n
barges it was towing, using up
batthe Americans In the Alsne-Mnrn- e
tle, and the newspapers there relnte two torpedoes and a lot of ammunition
in this footless operation.
Other
many lnstnnces of their bravery, coolbagged bigger game when they
They are adness and determination.
mittedly as fine troops as ever were sank the British transport Justicia,
32.234 gross tons, off the Irish coast.
seen, and even the least experienced
of them have no Idea of anything but The transport, which was westward
winning every fight they gh Into. bound after carrying 10.000 American
both with the soldiers to Europe, was attacked hy a
Their marksmanship,
fleet of six or eight submarines and
rifle and with larger weapons. Is ref similatingmei""""
7,rf 1
their doggedness Is tem- fought them for ten hours. Of her
markable:
hinétheStomacfcBoy
pered with an unquenchable humor, crew of some 600 only ten were killed.
las
and their stamina Is such that at times
So foolish as scarcely to merit menbodies of them fought for many hours
wlthont food or drink, declining to tion Is the latest list of German peace
Thereby PromoilDicÍ
S
halt their advance to let the commis-sor- y terms, which it Is said will be offered
dethrough
Spain. They disown any
These
catch up with them.
raneiutert.".
splendid troops, with their gnllnnt and sire for annexations or Indemnities on
competent officers, have done their full the west front, but would leave Belpart in stopping the German offensive gium, the Balkans and the self-detmination of peoples for the peace con
ond converting it Into an allied offensive, and If they are now called on to ference to settle; the peace treaties
with Roumanla and Russia not to be
of
stop and await the arrival of more
their countrymen. America should rest questioned, and all Germany's colonies
The to be restored. Also the seas are to
satisfied, patient and proud.
.
American casualty lists will be longer be free and Gibraltar and the Sues
and longer each day for a time, but canal defenses dismantled.
exmay
well take
the bereaved oaes
The British government Is having
ample hy the proud, nnweeplng grief
with which Colonel Roosevelt received trouble with the pacifists, who have
Loss OF Sleep
the news of the death of his gallant permeated all the war material factories, and last week caused strikes
son, Quentln.
of thousands of munition workers. The
decided, it was reported, that
cabinet
In Flanders the British carried out
if the strike continued the strikers of
an Important operation that resulted
.THE LTNTAVrmilitary age would be drafted Immedl
.
in the capture of Meteren. They have
molí.
ately Into the army.
been devoting themselves to preparing
las
for the new offensive which, according
Finnlly authentic word of the death
to the logic of the situation, Luden-dorf- f
of the former czar came out of Rusmust undertake and which, acsia. He was ordered shot by a local
cording to military experts, probably
will be directed against some part of bolshevik official because of counterExact Copy of Wrapper.
the line held by the British. Such an revolutionary plots, and his son is said
offensive would be largely to influence to have died of exposure a few day
Germany
and
later.
direct
opinion
In
public

those stiffened joints, that backache,
lumbago,
sciatica, gall stones,
gravel, "brick dust," etc. They are an
flective remedy for all dienteM ol tha
bladder, kidney, liver, stomach and allied
organs.
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Cnpmile
cleanse the kidneys and purify the blood.
They frequently ward on attac kM of the
dangerous and fatal diseases of the kidney t. They have A beneficial effect, and
often completely cure the diHeaseH of the
bodily organs, allied with the bladder and
kidneys.
If you are troubled with ftnrenem Afirom '
the loin or with "simple" ochen hihI pains
in the hack take warning, it may lie the
preliminary indications of mint- dreadful
malady which can be warded off or cured
if taken in time.

During many years Canadian

wheat fields have averaged 20 bushels
to the acre many yields aa high aa
45 bushels to the acre. Wonderful
crops also of Oats, Barley, and Flax.
Mixed Fanning is as profitable an
industry as grain raising. Good
achoola, churches; market convenient,
climate excellent. Writefor literature and
particulars aa to reduced railway ratea to
SupL ol Immigration, Ottawa, Can., or to

W. V. BENNETT
Boom 4. Bee fildgOmaha.Neb,
Canadian Government Agent

Watch Your Stomach
In the Summer Time
Hot summer days upset the
strong stomachs as well as weak
ones.
Your vital forces reach their
lowest level when the weather is
the hottest. Then the danger is
the greatest.
You can't guard your stomach
and bowels too carefully through
the long, hot season. Don't take
any chance. Indigestion, sour
stomach, that wretched, bloated
feeling, belching, food repeating,
pains that claw at stomach and
bowels and an endless train of
stomach ills that make life miserable are greatly aggravated in
the hot weather.
This year of all others it is
vital that we keep our strength
and full power at work. The extra war work, change of diet all
must be looked after because they
hit us in the stomach. And now

it is good news to tell you that
tens of thousands are now using
EATONIC for all stomach and
bowel ailments caused by too
much acidity with such truly wonderful results that every one
should always have it in the house.

EATONIC Tableta stop the cause of
indigestive and dyspeptic ailments by
neutralizing the poisonous fluids, acida
and gases largely the result oi taper-aciditThis makes the stomach
pain-fre- e
and ready to perform ua
proper work.
You can have a good appetite in hot
weather to eat the things yon like
when yon want them if yon take one
or two EATONIO Tablets after each
meal. Such quick, wonderful relief
would seem unbelievable but for the
fact that thousands of sufferers everywhere have received marvelous resulta
from EATONIO. Obtain a large box
of EATONIO Tableta from your own
druggist who yon know and can trust.
If they fail, go back to him and he will
gladly refund 'your money. Qo thia
today. Yon will then know what real
stomach comfort means in hot weather.

r

Children Cry For

What Is CASTORIA

Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee.
For more than thirty years it has been In constant use for tha
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishnesa arising therefrom, and by regulating the
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural sleep. The Children's Panacea Tho
Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION
I'UMLIC LAND SALU
PabliBhed'Ttry T bar Ml 7
TOKUANCE COUNTY
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Dillon and
i. A.CONSTANT.Ed.torand Owner.
Oltice of the Commissioner of Public
Vegas last
to
Las
went
family
Lands,
Rntarerl M WMood class matter Janaar tl.
Santa Ke, New Mexico
1907. In tha ncwtotfioA at Kataooia. N. M., aorta
Saturday, Mrs. Dillon and chilcua aot or uoDarftM of Mareb 8. IB07.
Notice is herebv given that pursuant
dren remaining while Mr. Dillon
to the provisions of an Act of Congress
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of
Subscription $i.60 per ymr in ad ranee returned home.
the State of New Mexico, and rules
Clovis
and regulations of the State Land Of
Gumfory
of
Miss Pearl
fice, the Commissioner of Pulbic Lands
W. H. Ligon, Hvinx west of
and Mrs. Lillian Brown of Lucy,
will offer at public sale to the highest
Mcintosh, gays' he is in a dry spent last Friday with their sis- ments made in public on the
bidder at 9 o'clock a. m. on Wednesby Richard
spot and says matters have gone
October 23rd, 1918, in the town of
Brother J. F. Smith, a minis- day,
ter. Miss Willie Gumfory of this evening of July 25th
Estancia, County of Torrance, Stat
so far that he cannot possibly
H, Hanna of Santa Fe, New
place.
of the Church of Christ from of New Mexico, in front of the court
ter
therein, the following described
raise as good a crop as last year.
Méx., and others of us that were
preach house
tracts of land, viz.:
The section hands were pleased not in the hall have beard the Cordell, Oklahoma, will
He expects to raise some 8 tuff
NE.y, SW&
Sale
No 1275- -S
Saturchurch
Methodist
the
at
last week over receiving back remarks repeated and knowing
SWHi.
but not a crop.
SWl4, SEL'. Sec. 9; All of
W4 NEM. SEM.
pay from the government on the same to be utterly false in day evening at 8:30 and Sunday Sec. 16; ES"N-- y.
Sec. 20; All of Sections
Sec 17;
their road work for February. every particular, that the person afternoon at 3:30. Everybody 21.28;
EH, Sec. 29; SWy, Sec. 80;
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
N4. Sec. :U; NX. EH SWy, NW4
This is twice this month that assailed could in no wise be mis- invited. J. N. Dellinger.
SE.y. Sec. 33; T. 5 N , R. 11
E. U. Brown, about bíx miles SW.4,
they have received back pay, taken by any citizen present as
The imft . containing 4278.05 acres.
DR. J. H. WIGGINS
the other was for January, and the Red Cross had occupied but west and two miles south of Es provements conBist of well, windmill,
fencing,
value
corrals,
and
tank,
per day,

Estancia

ENCINO
From the Enterprise.

News-Heral- d

WW NOtSIUN.
"For years my digestion was no poor
that I could only t the lightest food.
1 tried everything that I heard of to
Estancia, New Méx.,
get relief, but not until about a year
July 31. 1918.
Oamberltin's Tabago when I
Red leta advertised and got a bottle of
We, the undersigned
Cross members and citizens of them did I find the right treatment.
them my digestion is
Estancia that heard the slander- Since taking
Mrs. Blanche Dower. Indiana,
ous, malicious remarks and state- fir."
adv
Pa.

A

DESERVED REBUKE

TO

WPROVt

tw

E,

,

Physician and Surgeon

now instead of $1.75
one building owned by Mr. John
wages havé been raised to Berkshire, rented and paid for
their
Located in Dr. Mason 'b office
$2.50.
by several business men, toward
Estancia, N. M.
Phone 9
A report from the heavy rain which rent Mr. Berkshire was
Thursday afternoon, July 18, is the largest contributor.
That
Estancia, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.
that a regular water spout oc John Berkshire is as patriotic as
EDWARD P. DA VIES
curred on the Pablo Aguilar any citizen of this or any other
N. D. MEYER
range bet .reen here and Anton town; that he has done his full
ATTORNEYS HT LAW Chico and that 150 head of Mr. share toward the Red Cross; that
a
Estancia office in Farmers and
Aguilar's sheep, most of which he has been a liberal purchaser
Bank Building.
were lambs were drowned by it. of liberty bonds and thrift
Dr. A. W. ROBERTS Of course the sheep were quite a stamps; that he at no time interFrom Tahoka, Tex.
loss for Mr. Aguilar, but perhaps fered with Red Cross work; that
Veterinary Surgeon
the vast amount of rain will he was and is looked upon by all
Estancia, N. M.
make good grass for the rést of members of the Red Cross as one
Let me save your stock. Caifa answer-da- them.
of its trustful member, and by
35.
night.
nr
Phone
all citizens as worthy of their
new
J. E. Duncan, who is the
Torrance County Abstract Co. proprietor of the Frey Oarage, trust and confidence, and as a
A. R. POOL, Manager
purchased the home of Mr. and supporter of the American prinESTANCIA.
N. MEX. Mrs. H. A. Williams, which has ciples and policy of Government.
Mr. Will There could be none more loyal.
Fifteen years experience as an Ab- rencenty been built.
stracter. See us before placing your iams has taken a position with
Signed by the chairman and
orders. .Satisfaction guaranteed.
Mr. Mitchell of Lucy, contractor secretary of the Red Cross chapD. S. KING
for all kinds of cement work, ter, by the president and members
who
has been here some time en of the county council of defense,
Cotmty Sarveyor
members of the Red Cross and
gaged
in that business.
Agrimensor de Condado
business and professional men to
PracMcintosh. N. M.
the number of fifty-threMORI ART Y
tically every person in the com
From the Moriarty Messenger.
Tom Moulton arrived home munity would have signed it if
Amble
last week and is waiting for his it had been presented to them.
Physician and Surgeon
call under the recent registra'
Treating
OfflcA practice and consultation.
Walter Martin reports his
of Bypb and Fittiojrof (i'aHses a Speoiftlty.
tion.
U trice at Drug titore
spraying operations effective to a
MOUNTAINAIR. N. U.
Moulton
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
considerable extent. In his bum
came in Saturday for a short fields a very small louse or aphis
Monday
left
Moulton
visit. Mr.
has been found feeding upon the
for Albuquerque.
eggs of the bean beetles, and apFRED H. AVERS
Mrs. Hamilton is at home with parently has destroyed large
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Flow- numbers of them. Samples have
Utorney and Counselor it La
Mr. Hamilton has been been sent to the bug man at the
ers.
a in r.n
Of (In Vmr. 9
Wr m
drafted and sent to Camp Cody- State College by County Agent
STANCIA,
NEW MEXICO
Miss Eloyd Neel is home from Strong, for identification and reSan Juan country where she port.
the
6. B. Ewing
has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
DENTIST
Miss Neel will again erland has recently announced
Arnold.
NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
teach at Hyer this coming term his candidacy as district judge
in this district, Subject to the
Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Another good rain in the Ve- action of the Republican convenOffice in Ayers building
nus district, west, east and tion.
A week
southeast of town.
W. DRAYTON WASSON
makes a big difference in the Tutsday morning about three
Attorney at Law
looks of this country after a big o'clock, Mrs. McKissor, living
one half mile west of town, was
Will practico in all Courts of New Mexico rain. The crop will be cut short
to find that the house
awakened
will
number
of
a
farmers
and
CSTftNCIA - . N(W MEX.
falling
was
and that the water
show
their
nothing
to
for
have
was rushing into the house.
It
season.
the
work
of
V
Also
on right hip,
difficulty
she
and
was
that
with
cross on right shoulMountain Valley women have
der. XX on left hip.
a lady friend visitor and her
Last
Ranee 6 miles north the real patriotic spirit.
grandson reached a place of safe;
1 mile west of Lucy.
Friday fifteen of them made
ty in the wreckage, where they
Notify Mrs. S. A.
Red Cross, aprons at the
Edmonds & Sons. two
The
remained until daylight.
Lucy. N. M.. nf any cattle with above school house.
twenty-nOn Tuesday
flood was the result of a rainfall
brands arrayed from range.
of these good ladies met
ine
up the draw. The water reach' d
sewed all day for Mrs. .Till
and
depth of five feet. Several
a
Raymond T. Sanchez CIsi es.Jr tartir.
miu t'oi tin j kuiugrr in tVia chickens and one cow were
General Merchandise fire Saturday
night. Can this be
drowned. The house is a wreck.
Wapon Yard
equalled anywhere in the valley?
All Kinds of Feed
The country in and around
The aprons were pronounced by
Land for Sale
Chiiili, N. M.
the Albuquerque chapter to be Willard was soaked with a good
rain Monday, which is the first
ESTANCIA LODGE NCX 28 the best received in Bernali lo general
rain of the season. The
county.
I.O. O.F.
rain at this time comes too late
Lightning struck the home of
for many crops, but will do an
Meets every Wednesday nieht over
F. Tillery Saturday night and
Farmers and Stockmen
Bank.
All
lot of good for the
immense
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend. burned everything
the family range.
C W. Archer. Sec. N. D. Strong , N. G.
had. Fortunately Mr. Tillery
Last Friday in the Justice of
and family were not at home or
their loss might have been even Pface Court of John L. Lobb,
greater. , Friends and neighbors was held the preliminary hearAgent for
have come to their help. Hpre ing of the State vs. Newton
CONTINENTAL OILS is another opportunity to help Simpson. The state was repre
someone in distress and we can sented by H. B. Hamilton, the
speak for Mr. Tillery that it will district attorney, and L C. Han-Ion- ,
the defendant being reprebe appreciated.
sented by Fred H. Ayers and C.
WILLARD
The defendant gave
A. Noble.
ESTANCIA LUMBER
From the Record
bond for his appearance before
Dr. C. D. Ottosen left Tuesday the grand jury.
COMPANY
for Camp Cody, where he was
ordered to report.
The doctor
Report comes from Oklahoma
does not know whether he will that Geo. L. Woody, who forUNDERTAKERS AND
take up the duties of surgeon at merly lived in the vicinity of
LICENSED
Deming or assigned to another Lucy, snd who is being sued for
camp.
divorce by his wife on the ground
ENBALMERS
W. A. Sutherland, a prominent of desertion, married another
Calla answered day or night
attorney of Las Cruces, was in woman there and is now facing
Willard last Friday.
Mr. Suth trial on a bigamy charge.
Stock-men-

y

e.

C.J.

;W1

sixty--

.

(Ühas,

Sawey

AND GAS

tancia, says he has fine prospects
for both corn and beans. The
bugs started in as if they were
going to do much damage, but
ladybirds came on the job in
large numbers and the bugs
were vanquished with no effort
on Mr. Brown's part.
Closing Out Sale.

New furniture going at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Fur
niture Co.
A BIUOIIS

ATTACK.

When you have a bilious attack your
liver fails to perform its functions.
The food
You become constipated.
you eat ferments in your stomach in
This inflames the
stead of digesting.
stomach and causes nausea, vomiting
Take three
and a terrible head iche.
They will
of Chamberlain's Tablets.
tone up your liver, clean out your
stomach, and you will soon be as well
as ever. They only cost a quarter.
FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

bidder does not execute a contract
within thirty days after it has been
mailed to him by th..- - State Lund Of
fice, said contract to provide that the
purchaser may at his option make payments of not less than one thirtieth of
ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase
price at any time after the sale and
prior to the expiration of thirty years
irom uaie oi me contract, Hna to provide for the payment of any unpaid
balance at the expiration of thirty
years from the date of the contract
with interest on deferred payments at
the rate of four per cent per anuum,
payable in advance on the anniversary
of the date of contract, partial payments to be credited on the anniversary
of the date of the conti act next following
the date of tender.
The above sale of land will be subject to valid existing rights, easements,
rights-of-waand reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands
or his agent holding such sale reserves
the right to reject any and all bids ofPossession under
fered at said sale.
contracts of sale for the above described tracts will be given on Bigning
of the contracts.
Witness my hand and the official seal
$3000 00.
of the State Land Office of the State
Sale No. 1276 SH, Sec. 35; T. 5 N., of New Mexico, this 10th day of July,
K. 13 E.. containing
320.00
acres. 1918.
There are no improvements on this
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
tract.
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Sale No. 1277 SEW SW'i, SEV.
State of Naw Mexico.
Sec. 34; SW'4, Sec. 35; T. 9 N., R. 7 First Publication, July 18, 1918.
1 he imrJ., containing 360 00 acres.
Last Publication, September 19, 1918.
provements consist of house, barn, and
fencing, value 8585.00.
THE BEST PLASTER.
Sale No. 1278 EJÍ, EHH, SW.y
A piece
of flannel dampened with
SWy, Sec. 1; N$. $H SW.y, SWy
SWK. SH SEM, See. 2; T. 5 N., R. 14 Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
E. All of Sections 35, 36, T. 6 N., R. over the seat of pain is often more efThe
14 E-- , containing
2336.60 acres.
improvements consist of fencing, value fectual for a lame back than a plaster
and does not cost anything like as
8100 00.
adv
No bid on the above described tracts much.
of land will be accepted for less than
THREE DOLLARS (f3.00) per acre,
which is the appraised value thereof
and in addition thereto the successful
bidder nust pay for the improvements
that exist on the land.
Sale No. 1278 A. All of See. 16; T.
Do the right thing at the right time.
5 N. R. 14 E., containing 640.00 acres.
Act quickly in time of danger.
consist of fencing,
The improvements
In time of kidney danger, Doan's
No bid on the above
value $400.00
described tract of land will be accepted Kidney Pills are most effective.
for less than iu ui per sere.
Plenty of evidence of their worth, in
Sale No. 1279 NU. SEU. NKSWW,
SEy SW)4;, Sec. 32; T. 3. N.. K. 14 this vicinity.
Mrs. E. C. Lidie, 215 McKenzie St.,
K.. containing 600.00 acres. There are
no improvements
on this tract. No Santa Fe, N. Méx., says:
"The first
bid on the above described tract of symptom of kidney trouble I noticed
land will be accepted for less than
was a sharp pain across my kidneys.
$10 00 per acre.
Each of the above described tracts Then my kidneys began to act irreguwill be offered for sale separately.
larly and bladder trouble annoyed me.
The above sale of land will be sub Iwas feeling miserable until a neighcon
to
and
following
terms
the
ject
bor advised me to try Doan's Kidney
ditions, viz :
After I had taken Doan's for a
The successful bidder must pay to Pills.
the Commissioner of Public Lands or few days I began to feel better. I
his agent holding such sale, one-twe- n
several boxes and my kidneys
tieth of the price offered by him for used
the land, four per cent interest in ad were acting regularly and I was enI have been
vanee for the balance of such purchase tirely cured of the pains.
and ap- in good health since."
price, fees for advertising
praisement and all costs incidental to Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simthe sale herein, each and all of said
amounts must be deposited in cash or ply auk for a kidney remedy get
certified exchange at the time of sale Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Foster-Milburand which said amounts and all of Mrs. Lidie had.
Co.,
them are subject to forfeiture to the Mfgrs, Buffalo, N. Y.
adv
State of New Mexico, if the successful

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office kt Santa Fe, N. M.
July 15, 1918
Notice is hereby given that George
C. Merrifield, of Estancia, New Mexi
co, who, on Sept. 7, 1915, and Decem
ber 26, 1916, made homestead entries,
Nob. 023566 and 029013, for w'A nwK,
nw.'j. Section 24,
sejf nw.y, ne
Township 1 north, Range 7 eaBt, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
Proof, to
tion to make final three-yea- r
establish claim to the land above described, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on September G, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. M Milbourn, William H. Chandler,
Elmer Chandler, W. S. Buckner, all of
Estancia, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register

FP718LP815
CURE

fOR

DYSENTERY.

"While I was in Ashland, Kansas, a
gentleman overheard me speaking of
Chamberlain's
Colic and Diarrhoea
Remedy," writes William Whitelaw or
Des Moines, Iowa. "He told me in detail of what it had done for his family,
but more especially his daughter who
was lying at the point of death with a
violent attack of dysentery, and had
been given up by the family physician.
Some of his neighbors advised him to
give Chamberlain's Colic and Diarr
hoea Remedy, which he did, and fully
believes that by doing so saved the life
of his child He stated that he had also
used this remedy himself with equally
gratifying results."
adv

ACT QUIGKLY

SERVICE

STRENGTH

We have combined Capital and Surplus $35,000.00,
rance County. We are a member of the
FEDERAL

RESERVE

the largest in Tor-

SYSTEM

Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
feeling, so much desired during these abnormal months. You are contributing tothe success of the Great United States Banking System,
when you bank with us.
MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

i

Protect Your House
From the hot weather, and call

D. W.

T0TH,

Autos, Sign and Piano Painting
A SPECIALTY

Now in Stock and in Transit
a full

and complete line of

DRY GOODS, SHOES, NOTIONS,
SHELF HARDWARE, GROCERIES,
FLOUR, FEED, HAY AND GRAIN,
WINDMILLS AND IMPLEMENTS
DRY

GOODS ARE NOW ARRIVING

KSaiff
It

II we Haven't Got it, We'll Get

For You

and save you money in the transaction,

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange

LOCAL ITEMS

.

S. J. Hubbard and Leo A.
Mrs. Standhart
who had been visiting here, re- Douglas went to Albuquerque HAVE YOU BEEN SICK?
Sunday, returning Monday even- Then you realize the utter weakness
Miss Frances Turner is visit- turned to their home at Corona ing.
that robs ambition, destroys appetite
yesterday.
ing in Texas.
and makes work a burden.
For
Sale,
yearling
and
To regain your strength nothing has
J. T. Barnett of Duran, a, specWallace Hill shipped out a car
-Hereford Bulls. The ever equaled or compared with Scott's
&
W.,
S.
ial
officer
E.
P.
of
the
Company,
Titsworth
Capitán, N. Emulsion; its
of cattle Tuesday.
properwas here on business Tuesday M.
ties give energy to the body while its
RexMeador has sold his gar- and Wednesday.
Strayed, sorrel horse, chunky, tonic value sharpens the appetite in
age stock and business to Geo.
permanent way.
weight about 850 to 900, 11 years a natural,
Forrest Mason has
S. Campbell.
If you are run down, tired, nervous,
tailoring and cleaning shop in old, dim brand on one jaw, both overworked
his
or lack strength, be sure
Mrs. Eunice Peterson has rethe former location, and will ex- hind feet white. Notify Matt to get Scott's Emulsion today.
sumed her maiden name of ecute all orders promptly.
Scat & Eowne. Bloomfldd. N. J.
Nidey. Estancia.
Eunice M. Dodge.
W. A. Sutherland oE Las
Dr. Wiggins is now located in
NOTICE
The Farmers and Stockmens Cruces has announced
as a can- Estancia, in Dr. MaBon's office.
Equity Exchange got in a car of didate for
Mrs.
Wiggins and children are
There are a number of people
the Republican .nomvisiting in the east, and will re- who have accounts with me
flour, meal and bran this week.
ination for judge of this district. turn about
the end of the month. whom I have not been able to
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. H. D.
T. L. Davis,
the last of the
Wanted, farm and pasture see or send statements to on acSmith at Cedarvale, July 26, a mad dog
victims to go to El Paso land. Wish to deal with owners count of being suddenly called
All reported doing
daughter.
for treatment, returned yester- only. Name lowest cash price, for military duty. I have left
well.
day.
He says they all now feel location and give full particulars. my books with Leo A. Douglas,
Lease and improvements on reasonably safe.
The PaBteur Box 151, Estancia, N. M.
and shall appreciate it if all
school land for sale, 8 miles west treatment is successful in 98 per
those owing me will call at his
in$25.00 cash reward for
A. J. cent of cases treated.
6 miles south of Estancia.
office in the Farmers and Stockleading
to
arrest
the
formation
James, Mountainair.
.The Farmers and Stockmens and conviction of anyone defac- mens Bank and settle their acWanted, old buildings and Equity Exchange has bought the ing, destroying or removing road counts. Dr. C. H. Jameson.
second hand lumber. State what Shockey stock at Moriarty, and markers of Butler Auto Co., Alyou have to offer, price and loca- sent up quite a lot of goods from buquerque.
J. P. PORTER
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Ayers
tion in first letter. Box 151, Es- here Tuesday and Wednesday.
Cattle Salesman and Farm
entertained a company of young
tancia, N. M.
Mr. Wiggins who lived east of
folks Wednesday evening of last Sale Auctioneer.
Will do work
Moriarty,
charge
will
have
of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Staplin of the
Their cousin. Miss Otto, any place.
Terms reasonable
who is visiting them, was the Also agent
State Record were among the branch store.
for Dr. Franklin's
guest of honor.
Santa Fe visitors in Estancia
Strayed or stolen from my
Kansas vaccine.
Will sell you
last Thursday, and the News-Heral- d ranch west of Taj que one red
A man who defends and ex- the medicine and administer it
office was favored with a cow nine years old, brand E q on cuses Hearst in his vile abuse of for the price you would pay for
American public men, and who
fraternal call.
left shoulder and 44 on left rib, goes into a community and at the medicine. It is claimed that
'
'
Mrs. A. Melton of Mountain-air- , and one brindle cow with same tempts to stir, up trouble by one dose will immunize for life.
Will pay liberal reward gratuitously and unjustly attack- Will be administered according
who underwent an operation brand.
a respected member of the to latest and best methods.
at St. Joseph's hospital Saturday, for return or information con- ing
community, sounds exceedingly
gone
cerning
Have
been
them.
favordoing
be
to
reported
was
like one of those German propa
Notice to Automobile Drivers
ably last night. Albuquerque one month; were raised at San gandists we have been warned
Pedro. W. C. Cawlfield, Tajique. against.
Journal, July 31.
Persons driving automobiles
Mr. and Mrs. Esau B. Lopez within the corporate limits of EsI have for sale 24 head of regThe Fordson Farm Tractor,
istered and grade Whitéface made by Henry Ford & Son of were down from Torreón yester- tancia are requested to observe
son,
Aristeo the regulations with regard to
try- - day with their
Also 4 Detroit, after a three-yebulls, 1 to 3 years old.
Lopez,
came for his physi- turning in the streets and turn
who
good big work horses and har- out has been perfected and is cal examination for military sering corners, and the speed limit
ness, 4 Jersey cows, andl team now on the market, and is now vice.
Mr. Lopez reports that
12 miles an hour.
I don't
of
Torreón
generally
around
work mules. A. J. Green.
for sale by the Valley Auto Co. crops
anyis small this year are not very good, though he want to make trouble for
The
allotment
G. H. VanStone with Catherine
very good body, but I am instructed to enhave
and
others
some
because of the enormous demand crops.
and Tom, and Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
force the law, and have no
Anyone .intending to
Lasater were among the Santa for them.
Another change in mail service choice S. N. Shirley, Village
buy one of the tractors should
Fe excursionists last Thursday.
which will be a considerable im- Marshal.
place an order during August, as provement will go into effect toTheir old friends were glad to
Closing Out Sale.
be day.
to
expect
allotment
we
our
The mail clerk will run
see them, even though their stay
The from Torrance to Estancia and
during
sold
the
month.
New
furniture going at a great
Mr. Lasater is
was too short.
expected to ar back, making the round trip bargain. Come in. Valley Fur
evidently improving in health first shipment is
each day. The northbound train niture Co.
rive September 15th.
steadily.
will carry pouches made up on
Another Abstract Notice.
The United States government the train for Mcintosh, Moriarty.
A. Abbott says that on his land
Stanley
and
Fe,
Santa
and
Otto.
of oeing plumb full of
Account
to
25,000 physically
Torrean draw being wants enlist
in the
also pouches made up at Estan business and unable to get comwomen,
young
between
the
fit
cia for the' same townB except petent help, Roberson
farmed by R. W. Davis is one
ages of 19 and 35, to relieve Otto. The southbound train will Company, incorporated, Abstract
will for
hundred acres of beans as fine as
and-childr-

In regard to this , "work or
fight" rule, if you know of a
loafer it is your duty to report
him at once.
It ought to be a
pleasure also.
It is not often
you can get ahead of a loafer.
The officers of the Estancia
Valley Oil and Gas Company are
busy at work getting the preliminaries of the enterprise in
shape. They are now ready to
C. L. Higday is in
take leases.
charge of the leasing, and requests land owners to call at his
office.

DELAYS

Mrs. A. J. Green left Tuesday
night .for Newkirk, Oklanoma,
in response to news that her
mother was lying at the point of
death.
The first three days of the past
seven were rainy and there were
quite heavy rains.
But there
are still spots, both in the farming and range country that have
had little rain. It is now certain
that crops will be very uneven.
There are some very, fine crops,
some very poor, and some between the two extremes.

ARE DANGEROUS

Every household should have at hand a few
standard remedies and appliances for first aid and
for sudden attacks.
Sometimes this will save
life, and it will always save suffering, and money.
See us.

Estancia Drug Company

Take The Chance
Buy your winter supply of coal now
that the price is low. Buy now and
you will not be sorry afterwards.
We have the coal at a low price,

ar

they coul4 possibly be, and Mr.
Davis has good corn, too. At
Mr. Abbott's cattle ranch southeast of town, there has been no
rain for several weeks and there
is no grass worth mentioning.
Dr. Mason, accompanied by
Mrs. Máson and Forrest, went to
Albuquerque Sunday, where he
entered the Presbyterian sanatorium for treatment. Forrest
and his mother returned, and a
message received yesterday car
ried the welcome news that Dr.
Mason is already showing marked
improvement.
Rev. B. W. Means, of Socorro,
accompanied by his son and
daughter, B. W. Means. Jr., and
Miss Delia Means, arrived here
yesterday for a few days visit
Miss Delia has
with relatives.
been attending the Silver City
Normal and will teach school the
coming school year.
B. W. Jr.,
who was badly, hurt nearly a
year ago while a soldier at Ft.
Bliss, has almost recovered.
Mis3 Mabel Hine has quit the
postoffice, and after a short rest
at home will attend school in Albuquerque.
She was a most efficient and obliging 'postoffice
Mr. and Mr3- Allman
clerk.
will try to do all the work in the
-

graduate nurses for work at the
Without more student
front.
nurses graduate nurses cannot
be sent to the front and our
wounded
will suffer.
Parties
who desire to enroll in this work
may apply to the recruiting officer in charge at the directors'
room in rear of Farmers and
Hours from
Stockmens Bank.
Recruiting
9 a. m. to 4 p. . m.
station will be open until August
11th. -- Mrs. E. L. Garvin, Chairman Council National Defense.
There was an exciting time at
the Valley Auto garage for a few
minute3 yesterday forenoon. Mr.
Steele had been repairing a 8 ta
taionary engine, and started it
with about half a gallon of gasoline in the tank.
It back-fireand exploded the gasoline, blowing the top off the tank and
scattering fire all over the room.
Strangely enough Mr. Steele was
not burned but was thrown
against a bench with considerMrs. Peterson
able force.
promptly closed the front part of
the house and quick work with a
stopped
chemical extinguisher
the fire.'
Aug. 10, "Souls Tri-

carry pouches made up at Santa
Fe for all the towns on the north
end of the line and Estancia.
This will give the towns all along
the line a daily service each way.
There is one key tn the cemetery gate at H. C. Williams' office and one at the office of Leo
A. Douglas.
Aug6, "Ambrose's Gud oí
Woe." bu Swain. War Picture No.
'

-

time.

STRAYED

One black heifer with white face
and white marks on neck and
legs.
Liberal reward for information leading to her recovery.
L. D- - Roberts, Estancia, N. M.
SUNDAY

We have a full line of

Catarrhal Deáfness Cannot Be Cured
3 they cannot roach
local applications,
the diseased portion o tho ear. There Is
only one way to cure catarrhal deafness,
and that is by a constitutional remedy.
Catarrhal Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of
the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is
inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when It Is entirely
closed. Deafness is the result. Unless the
Inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever. Many eases of
deafness are caused by catarrh, which Is
an inflamed condition cf the mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Medicine acts thru
the blood on the mucous surfaces of tho
system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
Cirbe cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
culars free. All DriiRfrlsts, 7Gc.
F. J. CHFNKV & CO.. Toledo. O.

by

Come and get our prices

SHOES.
whether

am

GROCERIES,
HATS and

DRY GOODS,

also

the present discontinue making
abstracts of title to property title to which antedates the destruction of the records by fire.
Ralph G. Roberson, Secretary.

you buy or not.

KEMP BROS.

deb Brothers
ESTANCIA AUTO CO.
Parts, Supplies and Repairs

Agents for Torrance County.

DAY

umphant,"

by

At M. E. church, Sunday,
August 4th, 1918.
Sunday school as usual at 10 a.
m..
At 11 a m. and 8:30 p. m. Rev.
A. L. Faler, Missionary,
New Mexico, will speak on
Sunday school work.
' Rev. Faler has been connected
with the American Sunday
School Union for a number of
years, and is considered one of
the best and most successful
Sunday school workers in this
No one can afford to
country.
Everymiss hearing this man.
body will receive a hearty welRos-wel-

come.

EVERY DRY
In the Year
.

RALLY

Notice

d

postoffice.

You get

SCHOOL

Romero's Store

the same careful, dependable

service at this store. Goods are always
sold on the closest possible margin
one price to all.

A. T. COCHRAN
8"Phone orders given prompt attention

l,

IRA L. LUDWICK, Supt.
W. J. WALTZ. Pastor,

Keep Well
A Strong

Do not allow the
poisons of undigested
food 10 ' accumulate in
your bowels, where they
are absorbed into your
system. Indigestion, constipation, headache, bad
blood, and numerous
other troubles are bound
Keep your
to follow.
system clean, as thousands of others do, by
taking an occasional dose
of the old, reliable, vegetable, family liver medicine.

Bank's Friendship

Has beou the pviu factor in many a man's business career,
SiicH friendships are not formed in a day, however, they require the ripening
inlliipuco of time.
Unica this bank your friend aud ally now, then when the crucial point arrives
in your busincwi, it will know you and your history well enough to sive assistance.
This truth is as important and useful to the individual as to the business man.
Call in aud we will be glad to explain at any time the advantage in a banking
connection.

We pay 5 per cent on Time Deposits.

Torrance County Savings Bank
Willard, New Mexico

Thedford's

"The Bank of Personal Services"
;

Black-Draug- ht

.

-

THE CLUB WORK
The Boy' and Girls' Cloh work of thta
deserves our Biimxtrt and commeudation.
i
in this county
There are over AMI nixmhors
of
to "do their bit" by iloinir wmf kint by
livery pound of fiod
club work.
them, and each niemtmr who lanrue how to
cook or sew ar nmpinfr in una war,
Kvorv rtiember who completes Ids nroiect will
be Riven a diploma hy the Stat' Colleae of New
Mexico. Every parent of a child within the
eluh bkp should new that their child joiua oue
or more of thse eluh.
Onr local club of batánela in worthy of spoc-ta- l
Mrs. Parreit. the local leader is
menttou.
upon d i nv her time and energies in helping the
clubffirls. Last Tuesday a meet mu was heldin the itark and from the exhibit of their rookiwr it could be clearly seen that skill and en- itk.v were useti in preparing rue war rocipm.'
The pies of the pig club members are line, and
mny will be surprised when the pigs am
jmWed thi fall.
Other clubs of the eeuuty are dointr just such
work and according to Mr, C H. Itennefct.
i.untv club leader, our county will make a
from all the
ti'hwl fhtiwictr when the report
couutie are teut ui tuu tail.

red

Mrs. W. F. Pickle, of
Rising Fawn, Ga., writes:
We have used Thed-

ford's

Black-Draug- ht

a

as

family medicine. My
could not
take calomel as it seemed
too strong for her, so she
as a
used Black-Drauc- ht
mild laxative and liver
regulator . . . We use it
in the family and believe
it is the best medicine for
the liver made." Try it.
Insist on the genuine
23c a packThedford's.
E-age.

0

mother-in-la- w

9

COI

lO

Neal Jenson

0

U. S. Commissioner
Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Ufe, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and

L r"Estancia,
af":i:aaltic

New Mexico

n

aessü

ESTANCIA

THE WORLD III

PARAGRAPHS

NEWS-HERAL-

rOREIQN
The Siberian government, including
the premier, haa resigned, says a Vladivostok dispatch to the London Times.
King George has ordered the British
court to go in mourning for four weeks
for former Emperor Nicholas of

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

New Mexico

ENEMY PUSHED
NORTH OF OURCQ

WESTERN

-

MINING AND OIL
NEWS

HUSBAND

SAVES WIFE
From Suffering by Getting
Her Lydia E. Pinkham'g
Vegetable Compound.

ALLIES ENTER
Influenza is epidemic In the Swiss
NOIS AND TAKE TWO TOWNS
army. There are now 11,500 cases of
Weatern Newspaper Union Newa Service.
Newspaper Union New Service.
NEAR RHEIMS.
the malady and 109 deaths have re Western
Pittsburgh, Pa " For many months
Prices for Metals.
OM1NG EVENTS.
sulted.
I was not able to do my work owing to
New York. Lead $8.00 805.
Round-u- p
and Sports Car.
Aug
a weakness which
Copper
A peasant rebellion has broken out
$25.62.
.
caused backache
Annum meeting New Meslco
Bar silver
the Ukraine on a formidable scale, October
lJublic ileullh ASHuclution.
IN LATE DISPATCHES Inaccording
and headaches. A
FOE DEAD LINE MARNE St. Louis. Spelter $8.41.
to information received in
friend
called m y
new
a
6.
concentrates,
build
will
The Methodists
Boulder. Tungsten
,
London.
attention to one of
..
unit: 25
ont t9n ñíiííi)99 Kft
Hope.
your
newspaper
Two Austrian transports were sunk church at
per cent,' $12.0012.50; 10 per cent
advertisements and
Bear grass has been crowned king FRANCO-AMERICADOINGS ANO HAPPENINGS THAT In an Italian attack on Cattaro, acGUNS ROAR $9.40 12.20.
.
immediately my
ocrding to dispatches received from in Roosevelt county.
MARK THE PROGRESS
DEATH
CLIMAX
TO
GREATEST
husband
bought
been
A million pounds of wool has
Cattaro.
Arizona.
OF THE AGE.
three bottles of
BATTLE OF WAR.
Germany has made suggestions for shipped from Magdalena.
Lydia E. Pinkham's
In the first half of the current year
a peace conference to the Spanish gov
Vegetable Com.
18,634,00U
The contract for Socorro's new
WntWB Newapaper Union xraws fMrvleev
Old Dominion produced
pound for me.
ernment, says the Socialist Vorwaerts 160,000 hotel has been let.
pounds, June contributing 3,368,000
ABOUT THE WAS
Weatern Newapaper Union Newa Service.
After taking two
of
Berlin.
pounds.
.
Austria-Hungar- y
A Taos bank has paid its usual divi- With
1
planning a triple
bottles I felt fina
the American Army on the
It was officially announced in Lon- dend In war savings stamps.
ore ever and my troubles caused by that weakof
stringers
the
best
Small
Alsne-Marn- e
offensive against Italy, according to
29.
July
The
Front,
accept
to
don
decided
Japan
had
that
have
ness are a thing of the past All women
dispatches received at Rome from
Motorists are Improving the road French and Americans
have con found at the Verde Combination
the American proposal to assist the between Valmont and Escondido.
shaft. They who suffer as I did should try Lydia E.
Italian correspondents in Switser- - Czecho-Slovatinued their rapid advance to the been cut in sinking the
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
k
Siberia.
In
1,080 feet.
armies
prominently
at
show
land.
Women of Dona Ana county have northeast, and the forest of Fere was
lira. Jas. Robrberg. 620 Knapp St.
Baron von HusBarek, former minis
The Standard Minerals, company N. 8., Pittsburgh, Pa.
to volunteer for work on cleared of the enemy Saturday Utter-nooRioting of peasants in the occupied
asked
been
Women who suffer from any form of
The allied torcos are losing opened a rich vein of ore In the cross
regions of White Russia la increasing ter of education, has been appointed
farms.
cut from the 300 level toward tha weakness, as indicated by displacements,
the Austrian premiership in succes
contact with the Germans.
and many German soldiers have been to
by
hospital
being
built
soldiers'
The
cabinet
on dis- inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
Seydler,
whose
to
von
are
which
sion
west,
Dr.
samples
of
Wiled, said an official dispatch from
the American club at Belen is about
backache, headaches, nervousness or
resigned recently.
Paris. The Germans Saturday re play In Kingman.
Stockholm.
"the blues," should accept Mrs. Rohr-berg- 's
says completed.
Bilvei
press
along
reported
whole
north
The
bureau
a
rich
Is
front
that
treated
It
the
Rumanian
suggestion and give Lydia E.
Very serious revolts and mutinies
A (79,000 contract has been let for of the Marne, the war office an strike has been made In the lower
according to the Spanish embas
that
Plnkhanvs
Vegetable Compound
have occurred in Bohemia and Hun' sy's
doctor at Constantinople, 50 per additional Indian school buildings at nounced. French and allied troops, level of the Commerce shaft at Ash thorough trial.
150 officers
gjary. At Manaros-Sxje- t
Point.
Crown
enomy
rear
Con
on
have
by
Goldfleld
operated
cent
prisoners
pressing
For
Peak,
over
the
yean It has been
hard
forty
of
Rumanian
the
the
who mutinied
and BOO Ciecho-Slovak- s
correcting such ailments. If you have
Magdalena will bold an election to guards, have reached the line of Bruy- solidated Exploration Company.
died from typhus in Turkish camps.
vare shot and 3,000 arrested.
mysterious
complications write for
- Sur - Fere, Courmont,
vote on a bond Issue of 75,000 for a
The important point of Oulchy-le- advice to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicina
Vlllemontolre. a little more than five
Passy-GrlgnCuisles, La Neuvllle
Colorado.
Chateau slowly but Burely Is being school building.
Co., Lynn, Mass.
miles south of Soissons, has been surrounded,
The Cowboys' Reunion at East Las and Chaumuzy. This meanB that the
say dispatches from Paris.
The Emerald Oil Company recently
taken by the French and Americans, If
.
B. Ool
the Germans lose It, it will be Impos Vegas was a financial success, as well German crown prince and his generals struck an oil well In the Rangely field, PATENTS Wat
Patantfon
Imtsf Wtvahl nartiiT
while farther south they have captroops
danare
extricating
from
their
Ti fl arlwlASisLni. hsuiarWru.
as a great roundup.
In northwestern Colorado, good, it il
sible for them to hang on to Fere-En- u
'
(m
tured
ftttsMNMoubl.
and swept on Tardenois.
BettMirl
may.
BlffhsMtMfnnoM.
gerous
they
positions
as
best
a
reported, for 100 barrels a day of
.
The state fuel administrator calls
east of the town.
troops, con fine grade petroleum with a paraffin",
The Franco-America- n
Thirty-seve- n
German airplanes were upon all New Mexicans to place their tinuing
pressure
on the Germans base.
their
Since the fighting began the Ger brought
down or put out of action by orders tor fuel now.
in retreat from the Marne, have
mans are reported to have used be
The July sun sees the snow going
French and British airmen July 22.
Again Camp Cody at Demlng, for the reached and crossed the Ourcq river
tween sixty and seventy divisions. Four
fast along the Red mountain, Mt
captive
balloons were burned and fourth week In succession, is at the and penetrated the town of
place
the
headquarters
Estimates from
many tons of bombs were dropped on top for healthfullness.
Mt. Hayden and Ineffels rangei
one of the great German
German losses in that period at 200,-00and It Is now possible to resume work
German concentration points.
II draggltta: Soap , Ointment S t SO. TaloamS
The Indian trading store at Crown supply bases for the enemy troops in- at
in killed, wounded and prisoners.
mm pie each free of "Oitltnt, XWpt I, Bortón "
the mines situated at extremely
Alexis Romanoff, the former heir Point was destroyed by fire, and the side the Soissons-Rheim- s
salient
The French, the British, and the apparent
high altitudes.
to the Russian throne, died man in charge was burned to death.
Meantime, on the center of the al
Americans are still hammering the
When the three custom mills con
from exposure a few days after his
Two alleged I. TV. W. organizers lied right wing southwest of Rheims, trolled by the Crawford interests are DAISY FLY KILLER
flanks of the crown prince's army.
Desperate engagements were fought father, the former emperor, was exe were given a tarring at East Las Ve violent attacks by the French have in active operation and working at
tlfflM. If Ml, eUta.
T5E!!
cuted, says a dispatch from Moscow to gas,
forced the enemy to give further
1
in the direction of Epieds and Trugny- JjjJ-y- .
and escorted to the city limits,
eonTtmlanl
g
in Ouray
Lasts til soaso O.
ground and enabled the French to cop-tur- e full capacity custom-millinS"wXSfiJ3 I oaMp.
Epleds, which villages the Americans the Berlin Lokal Anzelger.
Mads f natal, eta 'tip ill
Santa Fé business men made their
to
provided
the
I
will
for
be
TVSjC
district
several towns of strategic value
A Russian wireless received in Lon
or tip over, will sot aoU
I
ZzÍJFw'
again recaptured from the Oermana.
second annual trip into the Estancia and to draw their front appreciably extent of between 400 and 500 tons In
m
b
To the north of Epleds the Franco- - don says: "After the siege of Yaroslav Valley the bean growers' paradise,
I utMd ffootlY. Sold
hours.
nearer the high road which runs the twenty-fou- r
or mb! by a.
I 4)ra,prepaid,
I
American line Is now beyond Courpoll. by the council's troops against coun
for Í1.M
agreement
By
made
the
PrMi
between
Several
Vegas
Las
an
boys
who
to
from
Dormans
northestward
left
occu
Americans, French, British and Ital ter revolutionaries the place was
Stratton's Cripple Creek Mining and MOLD MMKM, 10 DB KM AVE. MOOKJ.YM, M. T.
by a red army. Between 3,000 and home recently with the draft contin- Rhelms.
ian troops are steadily pressing for pied
gent have been reported as having ar
On the extreme wings of the grad Development Company (the Stratton
5,000 white guards tried to save them
ward at nearly all points on the battle selves on
ually decreasing pocket near Sols- - estate) and the Flndley Mines Com- SOLDIERS "ADOPTED" BY PIG
the Volga but a majority of rived In France.
line to Rhelms, while east of the ca
Among the missing from the U. S. sons and Rhelms the enemy, heavily pany, Basket & Luce, discoverers ol
were
them
drowned."
thedral city a Polish contingent the
reinforced, is holding tenaciously, real the Basket and Luce vein In the Amer- Odd Mascot That History Records as
The giant White Star liner Justicia armored cruiser San Diego, blown up izing
Attaching Itself to Company of ,i
first of the Poles to enter the combat,
that successes there would re- ican EagleB mine on Bull bill, have
Long Island coast. Is Da
!,'
Is declared to have carried out suc- was torpedoed and sunk. Four hun and sunk off
Kentucky Volunteers.
sult in a general crumbling of his resumed work.
cessfully an enterprise against the en dred of the crew of the Justicia were vid Thomas of Raton.
plans of defense against the locking
1918 the gold
of
For
the
half
first
Total sales and pledges of War Sav
emy In which more than 200 Germans landed at an Irish port. They report
up of his entire armies Inside the big output of the Cripple Creek district
There Is In the history of the state)
ings Stamps In Grant county have bag.
that the liner was sunk after a
were made prisoner.
shows a decline of 1 per cent, or $58,- - of Kentucky an odd Incident In conhour
passed
quarter
fight with submarines. No
the
million dollar mark
In addition to the large number of 317, compared with the corresponding nection with the Invasion of Canada
The Germans Saturday retained vir passengers
were lost, and only ten of and are still climbing.
troops for reinforcement that have period of 1917. Considering the vari- by the Kentucky troops In 1812. A
tually nothing of the ground they con the crew
were
killed.
More than 170,000 acres of land in been thrown on these two sectors, the ous handicaps imposed by the war company of volunteers, destined for
quered in their great attack of July 15
tracts varying In size from twelve to German long-rang- e
guns from the re- upon mining for gold the decline stat Selby's army, assembled at Harrods-bur- g
along the Marne, says a Reuter's corre SPORT
95,000
acres were sold by the state gion north of Soissons and north and ed is not surprising.
and formed a nucleus around
spondent at French headquarters. East
Professional baseball players were
northeast of Rheims are keeping both
of Rhelms, the correspondent
De Beque, on the Denver & Rio which the military recruits of
adds. given until Sept. 1 to seek essential land office at Clayton.
gathered on the march to
The collections for auto licenses in wings of the salient under a heavy en- Grande railroad, shares honors with
General Gouraud's army, by a series of employment or be called to the colors,
brilliant local operations, has expelled in an order issued by Secretary Baker. 1916 amounted to S47,864.78 while In filading fire.
Grand valley Its close neighbor as
Under the battering tactics of the the center of oil shale activity, as is On the outskirts of the town named,
the enemy almost everywhere from
Judging from the Interest being 1917 they Increased to 180,998.25, a
the narrow belt he occupied in Gour- - shown In advance, there will be a big gain of practically 67 per cent in one Americans and Frenchmen the Ger evidenced by the great number of oil so the story runs, the company saw
man line on the south has now been operators and others interested in this two pigs fighting and delayed the
aurrs advanced zone.
attendance from Denver at the race year.
driven back more than twelve miles coming industry; also by the number march to watch the combat. When the
governor
meeting
open
The
Cheypardoned
to
scheduled
C.
at
Robert
WESTERN
from the point south of Chateau Thier- of people dally arriving and immedi- march recommenced It was observed
Aug.
Is
enne
on
10.
who
Starks,
a
serving
The
con
jail
meet
will
sentence
Four automobile bandits held up a
the victorious pig was followin San Miguel county, because of the ry, where the allied troops locked the ately proceeding to the shale field) thnt
Chicago jewelry store and escaped tinue until Sept. 2.
ing the company; and when the men
Ten thousand persons at Frontier serious shortage of labor due to the door to Paris againBt the enemy July throughout that section.
with 500 cash and diamonds valued at
encamped at night, the animal " lay
18 and themselves became the aggrespark in Cheyenne, on July 24, saw war.
$30,000.
down near at hand. Of course the solout
one
In
has
sors
what
turned
of
the
Montana.
Joe Gardiner of Oklahoma clip four
Mrs. Washington E. Lindsey, wife greatest
diers fed their plump recruit. The next
President Wilson has approved the seconds
war.
of
the
battles
g
steer-ropinGreen Ctnanea Copper Company
from the world's
of the governor, entertained at lunchsuggestion of the woman's committee
The crossing of the Ourcq, even If declared Its usual quarterly dividend day the pig followed them, and this It
record and by doing it provided the eon at Santa Fé In honor of Mrs. Jose
did daily on the mnrch to the river.
of the Council of National Defense supreme
thrill of the first day of the Montaner of Taos. The guests were only by advanced elements of the al- of 2 a share, payable August 26, to
that relatives of American soldiers and Frontier days'
lied forces, presages a general cross- stock of record August 9.
Roping in all women engaged In war work.
celebration.
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
sailors lost In the' service wear a an arena hock-deeing later on. The French official com
with mud and
Production of 632,012 pounds of cop Croas Bag Blue; have beautiful, cleat
black sleeve band with a gold star for slippery as a rink,
All negroes in New Mexico in class munications thus far during the battle per
white clothes. Adv.
Oklahoman
the
output
brings
of
in
June
the
total
each member of the family giving bis completed the hog-ti- e
in 23 seconds one of the draft have been called to have been remarkably conservative in the Davis Daly Mining Company for
life in defense of the nation.
He Found It
their estimates of the gains that daily the six months ended June 30 up to
flat The previous record, 27 seconds, Fort Riley, Kan., during the five-daMr. E. Z. Mark's arrival Into the
An army of 250,000 boys from 16 to was held by Bert Weir of New Mex- period beginning Aug. 1. There are have been made.
4,739,261 pounds.
e
twenty-ninmen of this class In New
room had been preceded by a good
21 years old is toiling enthusiastically
It is indicated in unofficial dis
ico.
At the copper conference to be held
Mexico.
of giggling by three small boys.
patches that allied troops are considon the farms of the United States to GENERAL
In Washington
August 7 some pro- deal
anwas always the butt of all jokes
erably In advance of the line as
assist the food production program of
A drive is being begun by the peo
will ask the war Industries He
The losses to British and allied ship
ducers
expected no better treatment on
Where the Ger- board to fix the copper price at
the government, according to J. A. ping due to enemy action or marine ple north of Santa Fé to have a rural nounced officially.
276 and
Van Dis of Washington, who is asso- risk for the month of June totalled postal route established through the mans are in retreat, cavalry has been cents a pound. Whatever figure is this occasion. He knew he was In for
ciate director of the National Boys' 275,629 gross tons, this being the low Tesuque valley, to the towns of Nambe brought into the fighting. Tanks and named will become effective August a prank and he wished to hurry up
Working Reserve, in- an address in est record for any month since Sep and Pojuaque, and returning by way machine guns are harrying the enemy 15. The present price of 26 cents a and get It over with. "Boys, I don't
see any point to this Joke at all," he
nihose losses are heavy.
Denver.
pound went into operation July 2.
of the Bishop's ranch.
tember, 1916.
said finally after nothing had hapMrs. Annette Abbott Adams was apFive thousand bushels of wheat will
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pened. "Neither do we," shouted the
Vladivostok Government Asks Aid.
pointed temporarily by United States was
Toyab
valley,
be
in
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harvested
the
New Mexico.
torpedoed and sunk by a German
miscreants, "but there Is one." And
Washington.
The Russian embassy
District Judge William C. Vanfleet at submarine.
cording to the estimate made by W.
A rich ore strike has been made In then he sat down on the pin they had
received a telegram from the VladivoSan Francisco, to fill the vacancy
B. Van Derhen of Balmorea, at Pecos.
carefully arranged for him.
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Separate Tunie Blouse of Whits Chiffon Embroidered In
Circles of Blue, With Two Ruffles of Plaited Chiffon Below the Waist.
Sash and Skirt of Crepe de Chine.

Be Own Designer
America's Slogan
York. 'Fashions are rarely
Ixed, but never have they seemed to
fluctuate more fluently and perversely
than now. It does not need a Diogenes
with a lantern, asserts a foremost fash-o- n
writer, to find the reason for this
condition. Certain raw materials are
tacking; labor grows scarcer every moment, although It shouldn't with so
many women to be employed, and the
designers put out In the morning whatever they dream of at night.
To the observer these days are fascinating. To the woman who thinks
she bas settled the question of clothes
for an entire season by buying her costumes at the beginning of It, the situation Is not only perplexing but Irri-

prices, according to the overhead
charges, as the dressmakers and shops.
French Women and Clothes.
Soon these women will be trained
into the same kind of power that has
governed France for 300 yenrs. The
B'rench dressmakers do not govern the
styles In Paris ; it is done by the women who wear the clothes. They are
artists ; they are skilled In the science
of clothes, and it Is their insistence
upon changes and peculiarities, their
experimentation in new things, which
guides the designing world into a sure
groove of success.
Mark my words, we are going to
get that class over here through the
war. A whole new scheme of things
In apparel has broken loose among
tating.
It Is quite useless fir the world to women. When they begin to get more
go against human nature by preaching and more exacting about variety, when
standardization of apparel or food. We they learn how to cater to their own
will not eat the same dishes three types, and when they suggest to detimes a day 365 days in the year, and signers who have heretofore been inwe will not wear the same gown ten accessible and haughty, then, we- will
hours a day for twelve months. If we crente our own fashions, and not until
can't get raw materials to diversify our then.
There will always be a large segfood and apparel, at least we can stimulate the appetite and the eyes by mix- ment of women who will take the designer's word on fashions, their suiting what we have Into new forms.
ability and their popularity, but this
Everyone Plays on Fashions.
month,, under presViewed from the airplane point of grows smaller each
of circumstances
view, It looks as If the entire world sure of a certain set
are overturning the usual schedof women will attempt to bring out that
life.
of
ule
something new in clothes for themYou can see for yourself how the
selves or for their neighbors.
will extend to all the quarThis does not mean that they have stimulation
women say. to- a high-price-d
ceased to work for the Red Cross. It ters of trade. If
that they don't want
dressmaker
Inhas
work
only means that such
and such a gown, because it Is
tensified their desire tm dress well be- such
repeated on all sides andi is unsulted
fore the public, and has brought them to their type, then the dressmaker
Into such an active current of air that
design something that is suitable
they see new things and think of them must has character, or she will lose-hewit brains that might have been al- and
most atrophied from innctlon before trade.
France cannot fear competition. She
he war. Stimulate a brain In one di- approves
intelligent
rection, you know, and It reacts In all and until of
we give her that we wui
directions.
always be in the hands of what she
Stimulation Is the heart and soul of calls the third party; we will be
life, and It is undoubtedly the means dressed through the Judgment of buyof producing the very best kind ofn ers, who have brought from, France
national dressing. It will cause a wom-:a- models that they thought would, be
to rebel against looking as If she popular in America..
belonged to a procession In which every
No One Fashion Dominate.
member must dress alike. It kindles
not expect any of us who. write
ji flame In the brain, which heats It up of Do
fashions, therefore, to. be consistent
makes It respond to whatever
We are telling the news from dear to
ithere Is in it of creative power.
day as we know it. It Is quite useless
Therefore, every woman becomes her
to prophesy. It is silly to say that any
iown designer. She no longer goes to one fashion donuna;es. u we tew wu
:a shop and takes the gown that she Is
up. the- back,
Once that gowns are buttoned
inssured "everyone Is buying."
and then say that we have- gone Haxk
atfie regarded that phrase as the deprimitive drapery in which ne.fasten-Ing- s
cree of power; today she listens to it to
are used, we ar not stumbling
with a shrug of her shoulders and awkwnrdly. We are merely reflecting
usually Insists that that's the last gown
the fact that one woman wears one
she wants to buy.
thing, while another wears something
slender
with
woman
Heretofore the
else This should help you in your
pportuiilties and rare contact with the own
scheme of seasonable costumery.
uuuuner
ciotnes
chose
world
outside
To get down to the bare bone of
folded, led by the hand of the sales- news, Lewis, the uiltttoer of Paris, has
woman to whatever was cut by the exploited for the summer resorts hats
hundreds and sold by the thousana. with the largest brims that have ever
Today she is quite worldly wise. been worn. If women were in danger
Sh has seen too much : she has come of having a papal decree Issued againf t
In contact with the moving world. She them for wearing obstructive fashions,
mnv huv a gown that Is cut out by the as they did when they defied the
hundreds, but she gives a small price church and wore the henntn, they
for It. knowing that she can remedy would surely merit It this summer In
the poor sewing at home, put on some these hats.
hotter lace or tulle anu auu to me iu- (Copyright, 1918. by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
sufficient quantity of hooks and eyes
ut a cost of less thun uve uonars, iei
Pin Tuck in Evidence.
us say.
Fine pin tucks are a noticeable feaShe Is not so easily hoodwinked as
so
the public was as ture of some of the cloth coats that
he was,
e
su'ts of line
niiifh to hlniiie for the constaut repeti- are a part of
tion of one model, sold at varying fabric.
New
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OWN unnn n beautiful French cltv
descended a foreign military force,
the place by storm, oc- I cupylng It for eight days and then
I marching away, leaving the inhabi
tants cheering, and waving friendly
adleux.
For the foreign force was
the first party of American permls-slonnire- s
soldiers on leave and the
the first American leave
city was
the French saw the
Here
France.
center In
Americans at play and were satisfied.
the American boys pronounce
It, at the Imminent risk of the name being shortAix a Jewel, clear-cu- t,
ened to "The Beans."
with brilliant facets set in a frame of gorgeous
moonlight and of wonderful opaline sunsets and
sunrises. This Is the beauty spot to which are sent
the boys In olive-drawearied by months In
trench' mud, under bursting shells. And this Is
the story of the first permisslonalres to arrive In
Aix the American soldiers' Blighty.
On a certain bright Saturday a cosmopolitan
crowd gathered at the railroad station all in a
high state of anticipation.
One could easily pick
out the persons of prominence, the mayor, the
doctors, lawyers and others of small but assured Incomes. And it might be noticed that the
older women kept watchful eyes on the Jeunne
filies who, tense with expectancy, gazed up the
iron road along which the first permisslonalres
were to come. For who could tell what romance
might not be en the way. romance excusing the
fluttering of eyelids and the extra nicety of

D

Here Is Shown

TTt

I capturing

g
cers showed discretion
by not being obtrusive.
The military police were
equally wise. The Yankee was on his honor
and responded nobly.
By request of the mili-

tary authorities, the Y.
has had charge
of the entertainment of
M. C. A.

WJ7

the men, this, It was understood tacitly, not to
Interfere with the men's
own Ideas on the subject. To further this
program, the Y. M. C.
A. had leased the beau- tlful Casino, a veritable
house of recreation, Its
spacious roof covering
a theater, a
lecture and vesper
ture hall, reading.
rooms, with a canteen where little articles can be
bought at low prices.
excepting the theater are
All entertainments
free, and for a franc a soldier may reserve a
theater seat In the orchestra, which is reserved
for the military. The first night of his arrival
the American permlssionalre is admitted free to
the theater and the canteen privileges.
When the American staff selected Aix as the
leave center this year, the Y. M. C. A. officials
Inwent to the resort and by vigorous work
duced the proprietors of five of the largest hotels
to open their places In preparation for the American soldiers' arrival, despite the protests that it
was not the season and that they might suffer
financial loss.
One prodigal son among the first permisslonalres voiced a sentiment which had supporters
boys, to the efamong those tired,
by
fect that he did not Intend to be led around prothe hand while on leave. Before he left M.this
C. A.'s
testor paid a handsome tribute to the Y.
The truth is, that before many
arrangements.
hours had passed the permisslonalres had, metaphorically speaking, come and put their hands to
be taken, willing to be led anywhere It was
deemed best.
This development showed not only appreciation but practical sense, for all the arrangements
bad been made by the association and whatever
there was to be done in the way of entertainment could be done with less trouble and expense
by taking advantage of the preliminary Y. M. C.
A. program.
x
Every pleasant morning squads of bicyclers
start out. Automobiles are requisitioned to make
the auxvisits to Chanbery and Challes-les-Eauiliary leave centers. Boating on Lake Bourget
attracts many. The negro band plays twice a
week in the publle square, and, in company with
the happy villngers, resembling those in musical
comedy, who always are ready to drop work and
sits
assist at the dramatic moments, the soldiersnielo-dieand suns himself, listening to his favorite
After dare, In addition to the program
mentioned, he gives some of his own, wonderful
stunt nights, costume balls and amateur the-

.rv

dress?

special effort to make the incoming AmerAs
icans feel right at home, the crowd featured a
negro band and the local baseball nine, composed
of small boys in scnrlet Jerseys and linen trousers, with legs bare as only a French boy ever
dares wear them. The lads had small American
flags tied around their arms, and their teeth were
rattling with the cold;, for the snow lay on the
mountain sides and a refrigerated wind blew
down from there.
In the crowds also were American officers and
visitors, Y. M. C A. secretaries, canteen workers
and uneataloguedi spectators. Before the Americans arrived a dozen British aviators on! their
way to Italy changed trains and, seeing the
throng, asked the reason. On being Informed,
they exclaimed! with heartfelt approval :
"Wish we were American permisslonalres!"
And well they might, for beautiful Aix, which.
In the happy days before 191 had attracted the
discriminating visitors of all nations, was 1 more
than gala dress this day, painting tile Illy, while
military and civil representatives had assembled:
there to give welcome to the boys who had come
from the west shores of the Atlantic to. fight
shoulder- - to shoulder with the' French).
These are the early arrivals of the American
expeditionary force which landed in France last
summer regulars and volunteers. They had come
from the trenches with scarcely an. hour to. pre-
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pare.

They wore their trenchi helmets, their packs
were on their backs, their clothes and' boots oov- ered with mud, their faces grimy, their hair disordered. Their train was two hours late; but the
crowd! hast been, waiting Hint time and; the cold'
winds have, not chilled1 the enthusiasm which
greeted the appearance of the Yankees.
"It certainly did make an. impression"' said1 one
"We dldhlt know
old' regular of this reception.
what kind: of a place It was andi some of us
go
to. Paris, while-hal- f
were sore because we couldn't
of us lidn!t have, the- money to see it
through, or the right outfit.. But I guess Uncle-Sahad' an. Idea it would be Just as well to let
the French people know the American troops
weren't kept In bandboxes and' tissue- paper, but
were In- the fight.'"
There was no doubt In the minds of those who
watched' the boys getting out of the- cars that
they had' been at the front.. They were hungry
and' tired, having been 30 hours on the way, with
where the Red' Cross unit had1
only one- stop-over- ;
breakfast ready for them. But they were too accustomed' to discipline to resist speech-makin- g
and hospitality, so. they listened" patiently to. the
provost marshal's friendly admonitions t shun
wine, and- women. No ban was placed ox song
Then on. with the welcome!"
The negro band erupted lato. Jan and raggy
Americans back home In spirit
noises, taking-that least, following which a French orchestra
swung graeefuWy into, the strains of a "Suite de
were esMassenete." and the permisslonalres
corted' to their temporary homes. They were led
d
balconies,
through Rtreets flanked by
from which pretty girls cried with familiar greet-

ing:

"Vive lAmerlque! Vive la France! Vive Onde
Sam !"
And that Is how the first American permis-slonarlcame to the A. E. F.'s Blighty, with a
blare of trumpets, a waving of flags, cheers,
smiles, sparkling eyes and welcoming speech. Before them lay eight days of clean, delightful
recreation amid beautiful scenes and probably
,t
best of all unlimited baths.
"We've fed on mud," said one happy permls-elonnlr- e.
"The nits come and sit on the edges
of our straw and give use morning salute. We
havm't had a real wash for so long that we've
almost forgotten how it feels to have that sense
that comes with the morning tub."
of
Aix, with Its famous waters, baths and casinos,
needs no introduction to many men In the American expeditionary force. In the days before the
war It attracted thousands of Americans eachreason, anions them the late J. Plerpont Mor-

.

gun, who spent his birthday, April 17, there year
uiler year.
Pictures and descriptions' of Aix have been,
printed often enough for those who never have
been there, but the picture which lives in the
memory of the first party of American permisslonalres is more vivid and alluring than any
other. If you take a collection of clean, bright,
well-buivillas, with broad sidewalks and asphalted streets, such as are constructed In prosperous American mountain and lake resorts,
deck them with charming French or Italian gardens, place them on the slopes of hills and the
edge of an emerald lake, frame the picture in
ranges of snow-cappe- d
mountains, through which
run zig-zaroads, and you have an Idea of the
vista awaiting the American boys.
Several of the Americans were housed In the
Hotel Lamartine, on the edge of the Lamartine
woods, where the celebrated author wrote
"Raphael."
The philosophic, intellectual fighter
will be sure to find on the outskirts of Chanbery,
"Les Charmettes," that
a suburb of
delightfully located home where Jean Jacques
Rousseau lived a romance with Madame Warens,
received royalty as his friends and wrote books.
The permlssionalre cannot escape history In
Aix, for he passes a crumbling Roman arch when
he takes his way to the great bath establishment,
in which special rates had been made for his
plunge and shower. If he does not seek to elude
but to study the past, our soldier may find
plenty of Roman relies in the museums. There
also are relics of an era when a mountain toppled over, burying 16 hamlets and partly filling
Lake Bourget, from whose depths the treasures
have been retrieved.
He can row across the lake to Hautecombe abbey, which stands on the sole bit of ground In
this province still controlled by Italy. It eon-tai200 marble statues and the mausoleums of
the dukes of Savoy. He will see where Hannibal. 200 B. C, started his passage of the Alps.
He will walk where walked Charlemagne, Henry of
Navarre, the khedives of Egypt, Elizabeth of Austria, Marie Pia of Portugal, kings of Great Britain, Sweden, Norway, Belgium, Spain and the
kings of high finance.
So much for the historic and scenic features.
The permlssionalre, however, may be seeking les
classic relaxation on his leave, and It Is In abundance In Aix. Leave does not mean license to
him, and among the many good things that may
be said to his credit loyalty, amiability, good
looks let us not forget to give him a good mark
for this, and we have it on the word of the Inhabitants of Aix.
Temptation may follow close, and not always
can the boy 3,000 miles from home resist, but to
his eternal glory be it said that he does not seek
It. Also to the credit of Aix and the department
of Savoy be it added that all possible precau-- j
tlons are taken to safegunrd him. A few gambling houses there will always be, a few women
will follow an army anywhere; there will. In a
word, be lawbreakers ready to lure him and. In
spite of warnings, there were grocers who surreptitiously sold bottles of liquor not much, because the customer, rendered loquacious, confessed the place of sale and the vendors were
haled to the bar of Justice.
It Is not the intention of trying to represent
the permisslonalres as Sunday school boys. But
they are alive with health, quickened by the
sense of liberty, and the paths of this lead natFew of them cared to
urally to sane recreation.
seek entertainment in dreary gambling places
could enjoy the beauthey
or Illicit resorts when
ties of nature and the wealth of healthy entertainment made available.
The bovs did not have to be herded Into the
straight ond narrow path, either.- - A few second
lieutenants were sent with the men, but the offl-

atricals.
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Then there are diversions which never could
on any set program, because they are
spontaneous, springing from the generosity of big
hearts. Listen to bits of conversation In the Casino and you will get a sample. A smiling lad in
olive drab is telling what he had been doing.
"I've been having the time of my life," he explained. "Three of us fellows went down into the
village and we bought up a little shop of candy
and truck and took it up to the schoolhouse. Wish
you could have seen those kids when we distributed the stuff. You'd have thought we were
giving them something. And you ought to hear
'em sing!"
One hears stories of dugouts, of communicating
trenches, of lonely outposts, of sallies Into No
Man's Land, but most of all one heard among the
first permisslonalres violent references to That
Hill which faces the sector Into which they first
were sent. And their promise was, "We are going
to get It if it takes every one of us."
Soft beds, baths, meals one ordered personally,
theaters, concerts, rides, climbs, a general relaxation of the mental and physical strain so went
the glorious eight days of the first American
Then came the day to leave, and
the words of appreciation were voiced by the men
whose business is fighting.
"We came here with a grouch because we
thought we ought to have been allowed to go to
Paris," said an old regular. "It's been the greatest experience we ever had not a dull moment.
You treated us like home folks. We've lived like
kings. This is the most beautiful place God ever
made, I guess." '
"Has It been a good time?" echoed a younger
permlssionalre, one whose years betray that he
has not been long from the parental roof. "Too
darn good! It's Just like leaving home again!"
There are other speeches of farewell delivered
In subdued tone.
"You're sure that you're engaged? If yon find
you ain't will you let me know?"
A shrill whistle put an end to the farewells.
A
shavetail shouted "All aboard!" which was better understood. The men crowded Into the cars,
and waved furiously from the windows to the
hospitable townspeople as the train whirled away
carrying them back, back to fight with renewed
strength after a week In America's Blighty.

be put
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Tuesday evening.
Judge M. B. Fuller, who went Special Correspondence.
On last Saturday morning Jose to Albuquerque to look
Mrs. Ben Young entertained
for some
Liberato Flores and Miss Raquel way in which he could help Un- for dinner on Wednesday last
fueras appeared before the local cle Sam, reports that he has a Mrs. Milford Milbourn and mothjustice of the peace and were position with the State Food Ad- er, Mrs. Yeager, of Kansas, and
united in marriage, the cere ministration.
Marie Milbourn, and for supper
mony being performed in Span
Mrs. P. T. Grassham and daughsold
recently
Hinton,
who
Fred
ish.
The family of the groom
ter Mrs. J. H. Long and son
his Transfer Business here to Mr.
was in attendance,
Junior, and well, we quilted
Thompson of Rayo, has. received
The stork yesterday afternoon his appointment as a member of some, knit some for the soldier
visited the home of W. D. Mead- the mounted police, and will be boys, and ate some well yes, I
ows on the South Mesa, where stationed somewhere along the guess we did, and we also talked
'
he left a couple of children a east side of the Manzano moun some.
boy and a girl.
The mother tains. He expects to take up
Mrs. Jjotton nas taken six
thought she was doing her share his new work at once.
pairs of socks to knit for the Red
toward winning the war in con
She already has two
Cross.
Mrs. John Doyle brought us a
tributing both a soldier and a
completed.
pairs
Monday
nurse. May they growp to be- couple of sample beets
Rev. Grant and Rev. Green
from her garden, one mile north
come her pride and joy:
One of the started a protracted meeting at
of Mountainair.
John Becker, Jr , M. B. Fuller beets weighed two pounds and Cedar Grove on last Wednesday
and a representative of the Post- two ounces, and was seventeen night.
al Highway were in Mountainair inches in circumference. This
Mr. and Mrs. Will Graham of
yesterday afternoon, logging the beet Was of the ordinary garden Eldorado, Kansas,' visited
their
road from Belen eastward. This variety. The other was a sugar relatives the Milbourns last week.
Highway will be one of the trans- beet, weighing a little less than
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Milbourn
continental roads, from Washing- a pound, of pretty ehapp.
Both
Mr. and Mrs. Will Graham
and
D.
ton,
C, via Omaha, Nebras- were of splendid flavor.
motored with D. D. Smith to
ka, Amarillo, Texas, Mountain-ai- r,
Jimmie Alsteaten succeeded in Mountainair one day last week.
N. M , via Abo Pass to the
enough lemon extract Mrs Milbourn said she rode
securing
Pacific coast. A complete log of
the road will be published shortly. last Saturday to provide him a through nine miles of water com
"glorious time'' while it lasted ing home the most water she
D. D. Smith of northeast of In fact he became so hilarious
has seen in nine years.
Estancia was a Mountainair vis- that his language was not fit to
uooci rains nave tallen in a
itor Monday on business before be heard, and he was conselarge part of this neighborhood.
the County School Board. "
quently taken in charge by the
J. H. Long is working for E.
The stork visited the home of marshal and lodged in the village
Nick Holliday, the sawmill man, bastile. On Monday morning he Pace this week, putting in mil
north of Mountainair, and left a appeared before the local justice let.
big girl, the first of the week.
to answer the charge of being
Most everyone in this vicinitv
The stork left a fine baby girl 'íírunk a,nd disorderly, and of us was in Estancia at the flair rais
at the Nutter home in Mountain- ing profane language. . On the ing on Thursday of last week.
air yesterday afternoon. The former charge he was given a Mr. and Mrs. Harold Merri- fathpr is at Austin Tpvaa in sentence of thirty days, which field of Frontier spent Sundav
training for Uncle Sam. Mother was suspended during good be- with Mr. and Mrs. Georee Mer- navior, and on the latter the
and babe are doing well.
From the Independent.
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minimum fine.

Lentz spent the
greater part of last week visiting
When you need barbed wire
friends in Estancia, returning cone to the Equity.
Mrs. P.

C.

Profits and Prices

Ham sandwiches,
coffee and pie in abundance were
The Center Valley Auxiliary soon devoured and the dimes
report to Progresso Red Cross for went into the cash box for more
the month of July, 1918, is au material to work up for our sol
Knitting-M- rs.
M. A diers.
follows:
After supper music,
Mourfield, three pairs socks; Mrs. songs and speaking were enM. M. Rhoads, three pairs socks; joyed.
The speakers were W.
Mrs. N. C. Hawkins, three pairs W. Manning, W. N. Walpole, V.
socks; Mrs. J. W. Mourfield, one B. Manning, and B. Snell, and
pair socks; Mrs. R M. Rhoads, our visiting friend, Mr, Mc- one pair socks; Mrs- W. W. Cormick of Mountainair was
Ward,' one pair socks; Miss Lu- - called to the floor by cheer after
cile Rhoads, one pair socks. The cheer till the heavy applause
Auxiliary contributed $5.00 to brought the gentleman to his
the Progresso quota of the Sal- feet. These gentlemen spoke on
vation Army Drive.
Red Cross work, which was very
Misses Melvina Rhoads and encouraging. We wish to thank
Carrie Hawkins spent Sunday all for their patronage. A fine
with F. P. Mourfield and family. "ready to serve" ham was sold
to the highest bidder, and O. B.
R. M. Rhoads made a business
Saunder, showing bis loyalty,
trip to Willard Monday,
gave his check for $5.50 and took
.
Rhoads, Mrs. N. C. the ham with himi The proceeds
Mrs.
Hawkins, Misses Melvina Rhoads amounted to $27.15.
and Carrie Hawkins attended
On next Saturday night, Aug
the Red Cross meeting at Pro ust 3rd ice cream and cake will
gresso Wednesday.
be served. Also a ready to serve
Mrs. W. W. Ward has been ham will be auctioned.
We ask
spending part of the week at
As
a ehare of your support.
taking ti e school exam soon as we can secure plenty of
ination.
thread to knit and buy yarn we
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Rhoads will not give these suppers. Come
A
spent Saturday night at the home and bring your partner.
short program will be given.
of Mr. and Mrs. L A Vick.

CENTER VALLEY

ent weather.

Special Correspondence.
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poration is at Estancia, New Mexico,
and C. A. Swam is designated as tho
statutory agent therein, in charge
thereof, and upon whom process
against the corporation may be served.
Wherefore, the said President a d
Secretary hereby certify th it the articles of incorporation of The Farmers
and Stockmens Equity Exchange have
been and are amended so that the capital stock of said company i a increased
to the sum of twenty five thousand
dollars ($25,000.00), and the said Pres- ident and Secretary further on oath
state that the assent of two thirdB
)
in interest of the stockholders of
said corporation of each class having
voting powers was given as aforesaid,
to such amendment.
C, G. KEN YON,
(SEAL)

President.
C. A. SWARTZ,

Secretary.

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this the 13tb day of July, 1918.
RALPH G. ROBERSON,
Notary Public,
(SEAL)
Torrance County, New Mexico.
M.-MMy com. will expire March 28, 1922.
The State of New Mexico, the County
of Torrance, ss:
On this the 13th day of July, 1918,
before me personally appeared C. G.
Kenyon and C. A. Swartz, who, being
by me duly sworn did say, the said C.
G. Kenyon that he ia the President and
the said C. A. Swarts that he is the
Secretary of THE FARMERS AND
STOCKMENS EQUITY EXCHANGE,
the corporation mentioned in the within and foregoing instrument of writing ;
that the seal affixed to said instrument
is the corporate seal of said corporaClosing Out Sale.
tion; and that the said instrument was
The stork visited the home of
and sealed in behalf of said corMr. and Mrs J. W. Mourfield on
New furniture going at a great signed
poration hy the ' authority of its board
July 24, leaving a fine boy. Mr. bargain. Come in. Valley Fur- of
directors; and the said C. G. Kenyon
Mourfield says he will soon be a niture Co.
and C. A. Swartz, President and Secesoldir.
retary respectively as aforesaid, acSTATE Of NEW MEXICO
knowledged said instrument to be the
State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
Mr. and Mrs. R M. Rhoads
free act and deed of said corporation.
Certificate of Comparison
Lucy
Saturday.
went to
Witness my hand and official seal
United States of America, State of
this the day and year in this Certificate
New Mexico, ss.
Miss Gladys Gumfory spent
It is Hereby Certified; that the an- first written.
Saturday night with Lucile nexed
is a full, trae and complete
RALPH G. ROBERSON,
of the Amendment to Certranscript
Rhoads.
Notary Public.
tificate of Incorporation
of THE (SEAL)
My CommisBsion will expire March
rifield.
and
Mr. Waldo and Miss Melvina
stockmens
28th, 1922.
EXCHANGE
EQUITY
Increasing
Mrs. George Merrifield spent Rhoads. Gladys Gumfory, Lucille Capital Stock (No. 9524) with the enENDORSED:
thereon,
same
dorsements
as
appears
several days visiting her broth and Maurine Rhoads, Fowler and on file and of record in the office of the No. 9524. Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6., Page
502
Amendment to Certificate of Iners and sisters on the Bigbee Vera Mourfield, spent Sunday State Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof,
the State corporation of THE FARMERS AND
with Miss Carrie Hawkins.
ranch near Encino.
Corporation Commission of the State STOCKMENS EQUITY EXCHANGE,
Mrs. W. M. Gumfory, Misses of Mew Mexico haB caused this certifi- increasing capital stock.
The literary at Cedar Grove
cate to be signed by its Chairman and
Filed in Office of State Corporation
Saturday night was quite a suc Pearl and Gladys Gumfory and the seal of said Commission, to be af
fixed at the City uf Santn Fe on this Commission of New Mexico, July 21,
Mrs
Brown
visited
Falcona
Mrs.
cess in spile of the weather.
day of July, A. D. 1918.
1918; 9:30 A. M.
Gumfory's sister, Mrs. S E. 20th
(SEAL) HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
EDWIN F. COARD,
Mrs. Drew Clark went to Es Clark of Duran, Monday and
Acting Chairman.
Clerk. ,
Attest '
tancia Monday.
Tuesday.
Compared: JJO:MB
EDWINP.COARD, Clerk.
OF INCREAeE OF
Fred Kutcbin has been build
Things are ' looking fine here CERTIFICATE
CAPITA Ei STOCK.
ing for Mr. Douglas near Ante now.
undersigned,
The
MonPresident and SecWe had a fine rain
Notice.
retary respectively of THE FARMERS
lope.
day evening, and the beans will AND STOCKMENá
EQUITY EX- In the Prohate Court of the County of
Torrance, State of New Mexico.
CHANGE, being first duly sworn, upon
Mrs. Jim Walker sent dut yarn soon be ready to gather.
oath do state and certify that at a In the matter of the Estate of Ciar- for sixteen pairs of socks to Mrs.
ence A. Davenport, Deceased.
meeting of the Board of Directors of
No. 118
said corporation, held on June 1st,
Grassham to be distributed
1918, it was declared that it was ad NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF ADamong the Silverton ladies and Special Correspondence.
MINISTRATOR.
visable to increase the capital stoc of
e
thou- - To any and all persons whomsoever:
it was all taken in a short time,
Jess Bivins visited a short Baid corporation tn twenty-fiv-ano
ia
hereby given that the unNotice
.miu
maca
ifiu,wuuiij.
and some are ready for more. So While With his parents this Week. 'meeting
of the stockholders to take dersigned was on the 2nd day of July,
action tberon should be called; that A. L. 1918. duly and regularly appointnow most any gathering looks His home is at Roswell
thereupon a meeting of the stockhold ed administrator of the estate of Clarike a Red Cross room.
deceased, late of
TaaVial C'ir?
viaitaA A7artnaa era of said corporation was iulv held, ence A. Davenport,
pursuant to eueh resolution and upon the town of Encino, county of Tor-- .
.
Any
Verna Davis is visiting her day with her friend
New
Mexico.
and
of
ranee
State
and former proper notice; '
meeting
such
at
having claims against
uncles, the Hollons, at Mountain schoolmate, Josephine Hardman, more than two third (2 3) in interest of and ail persona
preshall
decedent
of
said
estate
eacn class of the stockholders
of said the
air this week- - Vernais knitting north of Willard.
corporation having' voting powers did sent the same to the undersigned,
Mexico,
New
vote in favor of an amendment to the whose address is Encino,
socks, too.
G. W. Waggoner from near the articles of incorporation increasing the within the time prescribed by law; and
to the said esMr. and Mrs. Frtd Kutchin en Manzano mountains, was in this Capital Stock to the sum of twenty-fiv- e all persons indebted
tate are requested to make payment to
tertained for dinner Sunday Mr, section Thursday.
thousand Dollars, ($25,000 00), and the undersigned promptly.
C. E. DAVENPORT,
directed the President and Secretary
apd Mrs. Milford Milbourn and
John Leonard celebrated his" thereof to make this certificate to ef Administrator of the estate of Ciar- - '
daughter Marie, Mrs. Yeager
A. Davenport, deceased.
ence
His fectuate such amendment.
10th birthday Thursday.
Dated this 2nd day of July, 1913.
and Mrs Grassham.
mother and sister prepared a The Registered office of thi cor

farmers

PLEASANTVIEW

Profits may be considered
. from two angles:
1st

2nd

Their effect on prices;
As a return to investors.

When profits are small as
compared with sales, they have
little effect on prices.
Swift & Company's profits
are only a fraction of a cent
per pound on all products sold,

and if eliminated entirely
would have practically no
effect on prices.

Swift & Company paid 10
per cent dividends to over 20,000
stockholders out of its" 1917
profits. It also had to build
extensions and improvements
out of profits; to finance large
stocks of goods made necessary
by unprecedented requirements
of the United.States and Allied
Governments; and to provide
protection against the day of
declining jmarkets.
Is

itjfair
I

to call this
profiteering ?

Swift& Company, U.S. A.

'
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Portlin d Cement and windmilis
at the Equity.

CEDARVALE

Spceial Correspondence.

Miss Myrtle Bell came in from
Ancho last week and spent a few
days with her sister, Mrs. D

Fletcher.
Robert W. Lynn of Santa Fe
and Mr. Farbee of Kansas City
were in this district looking over
(he stock and range last week.
C. B. Smith, Fred A. Belzer
and L. O. Foster were in Estan
cia last week on school business.
MrF. E. L. Smith and daugh
ters came down the fore part of
the w- - ek. end Mrs Dimond returned Sunday.
R. H. Mitchell and Mr. Norrif
of Albuquerque were business
visitors at Cedarvale last week.
Laurence Bledsoe returned to
Estancia, last Wednesday, after
spending a month with his uncle,
II. D. Smith.
We have had lots of rain and
have excellent prospects for a
crop. Or ass ano Deans are grow
ing by jumps.
We have a complete line of dry
goods and shoes now on the way.

The Equity.

bounteous dinner which he and
his friends enjoyed and which
will long be remembered.
Mrs. Bivins entertained her
the Ladies' Missionary Soeiety, Wednesday.
A
pleasant afternoon was spent
Ice cream and C3ka were served.
Mr. Winkler and son from
Yeso are prospecting.in this sec- tior. They are guests of O B
Saunders.
The demonstration club work
of the boys and. girls is growing
more interesting as their crops
They
advance, and in cooking.
met with their leaders, Mr. and
Mrs. V. B. Manning at their
home Thursday.
Their next
meeting will be August 20th.
Each member U requested to be
present and bring record blanks.
The school directors have em
rs. Uagle from near
ployed
Mrs. Cagle
Punta to teach.
comes highly recommended and
we hope for a successful school.
Bro- Campbell and daughter
were in this section Sunday.
Bro. Campbell preached at 4 p.
m. to a good audience. He used
for a lesson 7th Chap. Romans,
The influence of grace and the
use of the laws, a subject much
enjoyed.
The Red Cross supper was well
attended in spite of the inclem- .
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Boys of

1

8 to 21

YOUR DUTY TO YOUR COUNTRY
IS TO PREPARE FOR MQST EFFICIENT SERVICE
WHEN YOUR COUNTRY CALLS
By authorizing and equipping the department of military
training at .

The University of New Mexico
ALBUQUERQUE
pospible for you to prepare
yourself not only for most efficient militsrv service, but to
provide yourself with the COLLEGE EDUCATION which
every call for men has emphasized as the moat important
qualification for special service.

the Government has made it

Boys Between the Ages of 18 and 21
have an exceptional opportunity at the State University.
Get full information at once.
Address DAVID R BOYD. President
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

